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Econometrica,Vol. 75, No. 3 (May, 2007), 653-710



BARGAINING, REPUTATION,AND EQUILIBRIUM SELECTIONIN REPEATED GAMES WITH CONTRACTS BY DILIP ABREU AND DAVID PEARCE' Consider a two-person intertemporalbargainingproblem in which players choose actions and offers each period, and collect payoffs (as a function of that period's actions) while bargainingproceeds. This can alternativelybe viewed as an infinitelyrepeated game wherein playerscan offer one another enforceablecontractsthat govern play for the rest of the game. Theory is silent with regardto how the surplusis likely to be split, because a folk theorem applies. Perturbingsuch a game with a rich set of behavioraltypes for each playeryields a specificasymptoticpredictionfor how the surplus will be divided, as the perturbationprobabilitiesapproachzero. Behavioraltypes mayfollow nonstationarystrategiesand respondto the opponent'splay.In equilibrium, rationalplayersinitiallychoose a behavioraltype to imitate and a war of attritionensues. How much should a player try to get and how should she behave while waiting for the resolutionof bargaining?In both respectsshe should build her strategyaround the advice given by the "Nashbargainingwith threats"(NBWT) theory developed for two-stagegames. In any perfect Bayesianequilibrium,she can guaranteeherself virtually her NBWTpayoffby imitatinga behavioraltype with the followingsimple strategy: in every period, ask for (and accept nothing less than) that player'sNBWT share and, while waiting for the other side to concede, take the action Nash recommends as a threat in his two-stagegame. The results suggest that there are forces at work in some dynamicgames that favor certain payoffs over all others. This is in stark contrast to the classic folk theorems, to the furtherfolk theorems establishedfor repeated games with two-sidedreputationalperturbations,and to the permissiveresultsobtainedin the literatureon bargainingwith payoffsas you go. KEYWORDS: Bargaining,equilibriumselection, repeated games, reputation,behavioral types, war of attrition. 1. INTRODUCTION



WHATKINDOF REPUTATION should a bargainer try to establish? Should she



claim that her demandwill never change or that she will become more aggressive over time? Should improvementsin her opponent's offer be punished as signs of weakness or should she promise to rewardthem with a softening of her own position? Is it useful to announce deadlines afterwhich offers will be withdrawn?This paper addressesthese questions in an essentiallyfull-information two-person bargainingmodel in which there is a small possibility that each player might be one of a rich variety of behavioraltypes. For example, to use the terminology of Myerson (1991), rather than optimizing as a fully rational player would, the player might use an "r-insistent strategy"that always 'We would like to thank Ennio Stacchettifor his help and seminarparticipantsat numerous universitiesfor their comments.We are gratefulto the editor and the anonymousreferees, who, in addition to making many helpful suggestions,were instrumentalin shifting the focus of this paper from repeated games withoutcontractsto the more tractableenvironmentin which legally enforceablecontractsare available.This researchwas supportedby NSF GrantSES-0417846and by NYU, PrincetonUniversity,and Yale University. 653
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demands the amount r and never accepts anythingless. However, the player might instead employ a complex history-dependentstrategy-a possibilitynot considered in previouspapers in the behavioralbargainingliterature.2 Now think about broader bargainingproblems in which the players interact in payoff-significantways beforean agreement is reached. Such considerations were introducedby Fernandezand Glazer (1991) and Haller and Holden (1990).3For example, before two countries sign a treaty on trade or pollution abatement, their unilateral policies affect one another's payoffs. Here, possibilities for strategicposturingare even more interesting.Does each partymaximize its immediatepayoff before agreementor is some degree of cooperation possible during negotiations? As time passes without agreement, do players treat one another more harshly?Is a player'sbehavior related to her demand and to the opponent's demand? Because our frameworkwill generalize the model of Abreu and Gul (2000) in two ways, we pause now to summarizetheir work. An exogenous protocol specifies the times at which each of two impatient bargainerscan make offers about how a fixed surpluswill be divided. When an offer is made, the other party can accept (and the proposed division is implemented) or reject (and the bargainingcontinues). Payoffsof rationalplayers are common knowledge, but for each player i, there are exogenous initial probabilitiesthat player i is a k-insistent type who will never settle for any amount less than k. At the start of play, normal playersmimic behavioraltypes. Following the initial choice of types, in the limit as one looks at bargainingprotocols that allow more and more frequent offers, a war of attrition ensues in which players simply either stick with their initial demands or concede to their opponent's. Equilibrium outcomes are essentiallyunique and do not depend on the fine details of the protocol. The way the surplus is divided and the delay to agreement depend on the set of behavioraltypes availablefor each playerto imitate and their initial probabilities,and the discount factors of the players.If initial probabilities that playersare behavioralare sufficientlylow, there is usuallyalmost no delay 2Adoptingthe idea of introducingbehavioralperturbationsfrom Kreps, Milgrom, Roberts, and Wilson (1982), Myerson(1991) studied a two-personbargaininggame with one-sided uncertainty,one-sided offers, and a single type. Abreu and Gul (2000) performeda two-sidedanalysis with multipletypes that we will summarizebelow, promptingKambe(1999) to do a limit analysis of a related model as the perturbationprobabilitiesapproachzero. Workingwith a model with a single behavioraltype on either side, Kornhauser,Rubinstein,and Wilson (1989) took perturbation probabilitiesto zero to select one equilibriumin a war of attritiongame. Investigatingthe role of outside options in a model that buildson Abreu and Gul (2000), Compte and Jehiel (2002) also took perturbationprobabilitiesto zero. 3These papers show that even in an alternating-offersbargaininggame with symmetricinformation,it is possible to have a multitude of subgame perfect equilibria,includingmanywith substantialdelayto agreement.This class of models is now knownas bargainingwithpayoffsas you go and has been studied in much greatergeneralityby Busch and Wen (1995). Lee and Sabourian (2007) show that in the presence of complexityconsiderations,equilibriumselection in these models is extremelysensitiveto the additionof transactionscosts to bargaining.
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to agreement. In the limit as these probabilitiesapproachzero, each player's expected payoff coincides with the payoff she would get if the Nash bargaining solution (Nash (1950a)) were used to divide the surplus (with disagreement point zero). Kambe (1999) was the firstinvestigatorto obtain this kind of Nash bargainingresult in his modificationof the Abreu and Gul model. Our paper considers two impatientplayerswho are bargainingover the surplus generatedby the "componentgame"G that they playin each period. After any historyof play and of offers that have been made, the playershave the option to enter into an enforceable Pareto-efficientagreement that governs the play of both parties from that time on. There is some chance that either bargainer might be a behavioralplayer drawnfrom a rich finite set of behavioral types. Each of those types plays a particulardynamicstrategyin the bargaining game. Its actions and demandsmightvaryover time, and might respond in complicatedways to what the other side offers and does. Both the complexity of behaviorsallowed in the sets of types and the fact that a game is playedwhile bargainingproceeds make this a much more complicated model than that of Abreu and Gul. We obtain strong characterizationsof equilibriain the limit analysis as the probabilitiesof behavioraltypes approachzero. In particular,the "Nash bargainingwith threats"concept (Nash (1953)) describesthe equilibriumbehavior and expected payoffs in a manneranalogousto how the simplerNash bargaining solution describes the asymptoticequilibriain Kambe (1999) and Abreu and Gul (2000). Thus, perturbing the full-information,play-as-you-bargain game with the slight possibilityof behavioraltypes replaces a vast multiplicity of equilibriawith a strongpredictionabout outcomes. This strongpredictionis more strikingwhen one views the model as a repeated game in which players can sign binding contracts.4When those contracts are unavailable,the problem of multiple sustainableexpectations about future play is so powerful that folk theorems persist even in the face of reputationalperturbations(see Chan (2000) and the discussionbelow). The contractualoption providesenough stability to allow reputationalperturbationsto resolve the issue of how surplusis divided. Section 2 introducesthe model. Section 3 establishesthe result for the special case of stationarypostures. In Section 4, we provide the general characterization result. Section 5 establishes existence of equilibriumand Section 6 concludes. Lemmas that support or expand the constructionsin the text have been excised and reposited in the Appendix.Lapses in numericalsequence for lemmas in the text implement easy cross-referenceto this material. 4The abilityto make offers also affordsthe playersa communicationchannel. Therefore, this paper is not a contributionto the literaturestarted by Aumann and Sorin (1989) on achieving coordinationwithout communication.
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Further Related Literature Thestudyof "reputation effects"in repeatedgamesoriginated in threecelebratedpapers:Kreps,Milgrom, Roberts,andWilson(1982),KrepsandWilson(1982),andMilgrom andRoberts(1982).A decisivepaperbyFudenberg andLevine(1989)showedthata sufficiently patientlong-run player,facinga seriesof uninformed short-run can achieve hisStackplayers, approximately overtypeshe mightbe that elbergpayoffor betterforanypriordistribution weassumea positive putpositiveweightonhisStackelberg type.Analogously, that each of the be the Nash withthreats probability playersmay bargaining type. Whenbothplayersareinfinitely lived,evenif player1 is muchmorepatient thanplayer2, thelowerboundsavailable for1'sperfectequilibrium payoffs aremuchweakerthanthoseprovidedby Fudenberg andLevine(see espeandThomas(1996)).Onedifficulty Schmidt, ciallySchmidt (1993)andCripps, foraninformed 1 is his lack of player transparency: player2 cannottellwhat she is be to risk type facingand,therefore, may unwilling playinga myopicbest totheinformed actionforfearthatheisavindicresponse player's Stackelberg tivetypewhowillthenswitchto anactionthat"minimaxes" her,forexample.5 Twopapersget aroundthisproblemandobtainstrongreputation effectsby or considering trembling-hand perfectequilibria (Aoyagi(1996)) bystudying witha full-support imperfect monitoring assumption (Celentani, Fudenberg, Levine,andPesendorfer (1996)).Weavoidthesecomplications by assuming thatwhereasrationalplayersmaypretendto be behavioral, a behavioral type announces thattypeanddoesnotpretendto be someotherbehavioral type. Thusrational knowsthatj : i is eitherrational ortheparticular playeri always behavioral that to the that declared. type corresponds posture j originally Whenplayersareequallypatient,reputation effectsaremuchmorelikely to be overwhelmed of possibleexpectations conbythemultiplicity regarding tinuation payoffs.Chan(2000)proveda folktheoremforrepeatedgameswith one informed andoneuninformed cases,covered, player.In twoexceptional Chan and and Pesendorfer Dekel, respectively, by (2000) Cripps, (2005),reputationaleffectsprevail.Thecasecoveredby Changeneralizes examplesof Celentani et al.(1996)andCrippsandThomas(1997). In ourplay-as-you-bargain modelwithenforceable someof the contracts, of rationalexpectations oneseesin repeatedgamesis absent(almultiplicity thoughwithoutreputational types,we showthata folktheoremforthe effi5Anotherdifficultyis that player 2 may avoid her "Stackelbergfollower"action, for fear that playingit would cause player 1 to reveal rationality,and in the ensuingfull informationsubgame, they might play an equilibriumgiving player 2 an average discounted payoff that is less than her Stackelbergfollower payoff. In our setting, the availabilityof bindingcontractsresolves this dilemma (see the closing paragraphof this section).
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ciency frontier still applies).6 When i offers j a contract,j knows exactlywhat will happen if she accepts it. We demonstrate that this is enough to produce essential determinacyof the division of surplus in the game. In an infinitely repeated game withoutcontracts,i has no way to guaranteej a particularshare of the future surplus.In a reputationallyperturbedversion of that infinitelyrepeated game, if i reveals rationalityand j does the same, they are in a subgame identical to the unperturbedgame and subject to the same vast multiplicityof equilibria.Abreu and Pearce (2002) gave exogenous restrictionson continuation beliefs that suffice to pin down a particulardivision and again it coincides with the Nash bargainingwith threats allocations.We hope in future work to be able to dispense with these exogenous restrictionsin the standardrepeated game setting without contractsby workingwith the renegotiation-proofequilibriaproposed by Pearce (1989). 2. THE MODEL



In each round n = 0, 1, 2, ..., the actions chosen in a finite game G = (Si, Ui),1 determinethe flow payoffsto players1 and 2. Thus,when playersuse



actions(s1, S2)



E (S1, S2),



playeri's payoffin thatroundis Ui(s1,



s2)



f



ert



dt,



where r > 0 is the common rate of interest. The overall payoff from an infinite stream is the present discountedvalue of the flow payoffs. If at any time playersagree on a payoff pair in H-the convex hull of the set of feasible payoffs of G-that flow payoff is realized for the remainderof the round and in all subsequent rounds:players sign an enforceable contract and there are no further strategic decisions. At the beginning of any round before agreement is reached, each player chooses a demand and actionpair(ui, m;) e (Hi, Mi), where Hi is the set of player i's feasible payoffs (the ith coordinate projection of H) and Mi is the set of mixed strategies in G. The players choose these pairs in some prespecifiedorder, which might be differentin different periods (player 1 choosing first in odd periods, for example). Changingthis exogenous ordering does not affect our results. We do not analyze the case in which the (demand, action) pairs are changed simultaneously. Although actions and demands can be changed only at integer times, one player'sdemandscan be agreed to at any time t > 0 by the other player.7A demand ui by player i can be interpretedas an offer to j : i of the best payoff for j consistentwith i receiving ui, which we denote by 4j(ui). (Because the stage game G is finite, this best payoff is clearlywell defined.) Thus, an offer made at 6The alternatingoffers protocol exploredby Busch and Wen (1995) is less conduciveto equilibriummultiplicityand a folk theorem does not apply. Nonetheless they give conditions under which significantindeterminacyarises. 7Thismixtureof discreteand continuoustime simplifiesthe analysisof the war of attritionthat arises, without causing problemswith the definition of strategiesand outcomes. We note that a more detailed variantof this hybridmodel of time is introducedand used in Section 4.
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integer time n is valid (stands) until it is replacedby another offer (possiblythe same) at n + 1; a standing offer may be accepted at any time. Bargainingterminates at the first instant that offers made are mutuallycompatible or that a standingoffer is accepted. An accepted offer is implemented instantaneously. If two standing offers are accepted at the same instant, the final agreement is taken to be either of the standing offers with equal probability.A similar tie-breakingrule applies when playersmake mutuallycompatibleoffers. Until agreement is reached, a player'schoice of a (demand, action) pair at any n > 1 can depend on the entire past historyof (demand, action) pairs. Each player is either "normal"(an optimizer) or, with initial probabilityzi, "behavioral."A behavioral player i may be one of a finite set of types yi E Fl. Each type is a strategy in the dynamic bargaininggame. At the start of play, a behavioral player i announces (simultaneouslywith the other player) her true type 7i E F~. We interpret this as an announcement of a bargaining H* Let be the set of strictlyefficient and individuallyrational payoffs posture. in the convex hull of feasible payoffs of the stage game G and let H7 be the ith coordinate projection of H*. Each yi, e is a machine defined by a finite set of states Qi, an initial state qOe Qi, an output function (H• x i:'Qi x Mj -+ Qi.8Denote by 7ri(yi) the Mi), and a transitionfunction qii: Qi x H? (strictly positive) probabilityof posture/machine yi, conditional on player i being behavioral.The set of postures and these conditional probabilities are held fixed throughout. A normal player i also announces a machine in Fi as play begins, but of course she need not subsequentlyconform to her announcement.More generally,we could allow her to announce something outside Fi or to keep quiet altogether. (This would not change our characterizationresults (see footnote 17 in Section 4) nor would it affect the existence result in Section 5, but it would necessitate some clumsy additions to the proof.) A normal player can condition (ui(n), mi(n)), her choice of demand and mixed action in the nth round, on both players'initial announcements(yl, 72) and on (u,(k), mi(k)), 1 = 1, 2 and k = 1,..., (n - 1) (the history of play in the preceding rounds) and on (uj(n), mj(n)) if j moves before i in period n. Notice that this assumes a player'schoice of mixed action is observable. One can interpret this to mean that a playerhas access to randomizingdevices that can be verified ex post and that behavioraltypes use these devices when randomizing.9A rational player who is imitatinga behavioraltype yi will use these devices also, but in addition may (typicallywill, in equilibrium)conduct further,nonobservablerandomization regardingwhether or not to continue imitatingyi. Playersdo not condition 8Thecurrentstate determinesi's behaviorin roundn; hence, there would be no gain in generality if the machineconditionedbehaviorin round (n + 1) on its own past behavior. 9Weinvokethis assumptionto simplifythe analysisof situationsin whicha player'sNash threat involvesrandomization.There is no need for it in the large class of games in which both players' Nash threatsare pure actions.
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on the outcomesof the observablerandomizingdevices;allowingthis would be akin to adding public randomization,which would have no impact on the result. Interpretingthe intervalover which playerscan concede as the limit of a sequence of increasinglyfine discrete divisionsof time, we assume that if players adopt a pair of mixed actions (ml, m2) in the nth round,as round n progresses they experience flow payoffs (Ul (mi, m2)), (U2(ml, m2)), rather than payoffs



associatedwith the realizationof a particularpure strategypair. It is as if randomization were done not once at the beginning of the round, but over and over again. For all z = (Z1,z2) C (0, 1)2, denote by g(z) the dynamicbargaininggame describedabove,with initialprobabilitieszi, i = 1, 2, that player i is behavioral. Recall that conditionalprobabilitiesthat i is a certain type, given that she is behavioral,are held fixed. 3. STATIONARYPOSTURES



This section studies the case where each behavioraltype yi e Mi, i = 1, 2, is stationary;that is, yi demands the same amount in any period, regardlessof the historyof play (and never accepts less), and plays the same action in every period until settlement is reached.These are the naturalgeneralizationsof the behavioral types of Myerson (1991) and Abreu and Gul (2000) to settings in which bargainersmake payoff-relevantstrategicchoices in each period before reachingagreement.WhereasAbreu and Gul (2000) do a stationaryperturbation of a bargaininggame similarto that of Rubinstein (1982), with many behavioraltypes on each side, this section does the same sort of perturbationof the more complex bargainingproblems of the kind introducedby Fernandez and Glazer (1991) and Haller and Holden (1990), and generalized by Busch and Wen (1995). The equilibriumexistence result of Section 5 applies immediatelyto this setting;we do not duplicateit here. At the heart of our characterizationof equilibrium payoffs is the idea of Nash bargainingwith threats (Nash (1953)), which is summarizedbelow: Recall the Nash (1950a) bargainingsolution for a convex nonemptybargaine The Nash bargaining ing set H RC 2, relative to a disagreementpoint d Rc2. denoted is the solution to the maximization solution, uN(d), unique problem - di)(U2 - d2) max(ux uEII when there exists u e H such that u > d; if there does not, uN(d) is defined to be the stronglyefficient point u E H that satisfies u > d. In Nash (1953) the above solution was derived as the unique limit of solutions to the noncooperativeNash demand game when H is perturbedslightly and the perturbationsgo to zero. Nash's paper also endogenizesthe choice of
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threatsand,consequently, disagreement point;thissecondcontribution plays a centralrolehere.Starting witha gameG,thebargaining setH istakento be as theconvexhullof feasiblepayoffsof G. Thethreatpointd is determined thenoncooperative of thefollowing two"stage" game: (Nash)equilibrium choose(possibly Stage1: Thetwoplayersindependently mixed)threatsmi, i = 1,2. Theexpectedpayofffrom(mi, m2) is the disagreement payoff,denotedd(m1,m2). finalpayoffsaregivenbytheNashbargaining solution Stage2: Theplayer's in determined 1. relativeto thedisagreement Stage point theirStage2 payoffsgiventhe Thusplayerschoosethreatsto maximize threatschosenbytheiropponent.Notethatthe set of playeri'spurestrateinthegameG.Becausethe giesinthethreatgameishersetofmixedstrategies a efficient feasible Nashbargaining solution payoffasa function yields strongly inthespaceof of thethreatpoint,theNashthreatgameis strictly competitive purestrategies (of the threatgame).Nashshowedthatthe threatgamehas anequilibrium in purestrategies (i.e.,playersdo notmixovermixedstrategy andinterchangeable. Allequilibria of thethreatgameareequivalent threats). Inparticular, thethreatgamehasa uniqueequilibrium payoff(ut,us),where threatforplayeri. Toavoiddisu*= uN(d(m*, m;)) andm7is anequilibrium thatthestagegameis nondegenweassumehenceforth tractingqualifications, eratein thesensethatu*> d(m*,m*).Oursolutionessentially yields(ut, u*) in limit as of that survives the the as the onlyequilibrium probability payoff behavioral to zero. typesgoes Weassumethatoneof thebehavioral typesoneachsideplaystheNashbartheNashpayoffandplaying with threats gaining demanding (NBWT)strategy, on thedemands andthreats theNashthreataction.Thereareno restrictions thatwould of allthe othertypesthatmaybe present;a clumsierassumption of a richsetof types haveessentially thesameeffectwouldbetherequirement 1inthereputational literature oneachside.TheearliestanalogofAssumption in and Levine leader" is thepresenceof a "Stackelberg (1989). type Fudenberg e suchthatin ASSUMPTION 1-NBWT:Foreachplayeri, thereexistsy*E takes actionmy. and eachperiody*demands nothing accepts less) (and u* demand Fora givenstationary postureyi,let ui denoteplayeri'sstationary action.RecallthatOj(ui)isthecorresponding andletmidenoteherstationary offerto playerj (thatis, (ui,4j(ui)) is anefficientfeasiblepayoffin thestage game). 2: For all postures yi e ASSUMPTION j(ui)



>



dj(mj,



mi)



Vm e



Fl,



Mj



(i
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Assumption2 implies that posturespenalize nonacceptance.That is, no matter what a playerdoes when facing a particularbehavioraltype, she cannot get a flow payoff that is higher than what she has been offered. Lemma 1 will establish that being the first to reveal rationalityis tantamountto conceding to one's opponent.'0This need not be true in the absence of Assumption 2: after a certain history that has revealed i's rationalityand left her fairly sure that j is behavioral, i might benefit from not conceding. No analogous assumption is required in the general nonstationaryenvironmentof Section 4, where we develop a quite different line of attack,but in Section 5, the proof of existence is facilitatedby again assumingthat postures penalize nonacceptance(see Assumption4). LEMMA1: InvokeAssumptions1 and 2, andfor anyperfectBayesianequilibrium 0r,considerthe continuationgamefollowingthe choice of a pair of postures (yl, y2) such that ul > 4 Supposethatneitherplayerhas revealedrationalityprior to time t and thatl(U2). revealingrationalityat t (conditionalon neitherplayer having revealedrationalityearlier)is in the supportof j's equilibriumstrategy. Then if player j revealsrationalityat t and i does not, the resultantequilibrium continuationpayoff is (ui, ) Ojk(ui) See the Appendix for the proof. According to Lemma 2, once each side has adopted a posture, players concede with constant hazardrates. At no time other than zero does anyone concede with strictlypositiveprobability(as opposed to conditional density). For notational convenience, when particularpostures and their associated mixed actions have been fixed,we write d2) for the correspondingthreat point. (dm, with which player i adopts the posLet pi(yi) be the equilibriumprobability ture yi, conditionalon i being normal.Recall that zi is the priorprobabilitythat i is behavioraland that 7ri(yi) is the probabilitythat i is of type yi, conditional on being behavioral.Let qri(yi)denote the (endogenous) posterior probability that a player i who chooses yi is behavioral.Then, by Bayes rule, i(i)



=(Yi)



Zi7 i(= i)Zi))i((i) (1 _ --



When there is no danger of confusion, we will suppressthe argumentyi in ALi(Yi),'i1(Yi),and so on. 1oAfterrevealingrationalityand facing a possiblyirrationalopponent, a playeris in a situation similarto that of the uninformedbargainerin Myerson(1991) (see the Introduction)or a durable goods monopolist facing a distributionof buyerswith differentvaluations(see especially Coase (1972), Stokey (1981), Bulow (1982), Fudenberg,Levine, and Tirole (1985), Gul, Sonnenschein, and Wilson (1986), and the discussionin Abreu and Gul (2000, pp. 97-98, 103-104)).
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LEMMA2: InvokeAssumptions 1 and 2, and for any perfectBayesian equilibriumo-, considerthe continuationgame following the choice of a pair of postures (y1, 72) such that ul > Thisgame has a uniqueperfectBayesian •1(U2). In that at most one playerconcedes withpositiveprobequilibrium. equilibrium, at time zero. both ability Thereafter, players concede continuouslywith hazard rates Ai = (r(0j(ui) - dj))/(uj - b (ui)), i j, i, j = 1, 2, until some common = that each time T* < oo at which the posteriorprobability player i is behavioral reaches 1. Furthermore,the probabilitywith whichplayer j concedes to player i at the beginningof the continuationgame is max{0, 1 4i)AJ/Ai)}, where qi (qy/(yi is behavioral. denotestheposteriorprobabilitythata playeri who chooses The proof is omitted. It is similarto Theorem 1 in Abreu and Gul (2000) and follows as a special case of the discussionin Section 4. We provide an intuitive treatmentbelow. Fixing an equilibriumo- and postures (Y1, Y2), denote by Fi(t) the probability that player i (unconditional on whether i is behavioral or normal) will reveal rationalityby time t, conditional on j = i not revealingrationalityprior to t. Because by Lemma 1, the payoff to i from revealingrationalityis just what j has offered her, the game (following the choice of postures) reduces to a war of attritionin which an opponent may be behavioralor rational. Let Al(t) = (f1(t))/(1 - Fl(t)) denote player 1's hazard rate of concession at t > 0. This is calibratedto keep player 2 indifferentbetween conceding at t or t + A. The cost to player 2 of delaying concession is (2(Ul1) - d2)A,while the benefit is ((u2 (ignoringterms of order A2and higher). -2(U1))/r)Al(t)A costs and benefits Equating yields r(42(Ul) - d2) AM(t)= - A,, u2-



a constant independent of t.



b2(u1)



Hence, 1 - F2(t) =



c2e-A2t



where c2 e (0, 1] is a constant of integrationto be determined by equilibrium conditions. Observe that Fy(O)= 1 - cj, where Fj(0) is the probabilitywith which j concedes at t = 0. Clearly ci~ [0, 1] and equilibriumconsiderations implythat(1 - cl)(1 - c2) > 0. Because behavioraltypes never concede, we require that i



1-Fi(t) _r



for all t >0,



where rli is the posterior probability that player i who chooses posture yi is



behavioral.
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Theaboverequirements pin down the equilibriumuniquely.It follows from the latter condition that a normalplayer i must concede with probability1 in finite time, indeed, at the latest, by Ti,where



mi and Ta



e- •



=



-log



is the instantby whichnormal i would finishconcedingif ci = 1 or, equivalently, if playeri didnot concedewith positiveprobability at t = 0. In equilibrium,



normaltypesof bothplayersmustfinishconcedingat the sameinstant,andat mostone playercanconcedewithpositiveprobability at t = 0.



Let T* = min{T1,T2}. If Ti = T*, then ci = 1 and cj e (0, 1] is determinedby the requirementthat 1 - Fj(t) = cje-AiT* S



= Fj(O)= 1 -



1-



j



cMore generally, Fj(0) =max 0, 1 (7J/i independentlyof whether Tj < Ti or Tj > Ti. Let denote the posterior probabilitythat player i is behavioral,absent r•i(t)until time t. Then concession qri(t)= ri/(1 - Fi(t)) = (1/ci)rieAt. That is, Ai is the rate of growth of player i's reputation (for being behavioral). If Ti > T*, then ci is less than 1 and is chosen to boost i's reputation (conditional on nonconcession at t = 0) by just enough for both players'reputationsto reach 1 simultaneouslyat T*. It follows that theplayerwiththe largerconcessionhazardrate,ceterisparibus, is at an advantagein the war of attrition.Suppose, for example, that in equilibrium,after adopting some particularpair of profiles,playershave the same initial reputations and A1> A2. Suppose further (counterfactually,as we shall see) that neither player concedes with positive probabilityat time zero. Player 1's reputation will reach 1 before player 2's reputation does, in violation of Lemma 2. The only way to keep this from happeningis for player2 to concede with enough probabilityat time zero so that in the event that she is observed not to have conceded, her reputationjumps just enough that the two players' reputationswill reach 1 together after all. If initial reputationsare tiny, even a small difference in hazard rates must be compensated for by concession at zero with probabilityclose to 1. This follows from the formula for F1(0) given above. Naive intuition might suggest that player i will tend to imitate the greediest possible type, but the formula in Lemma 2 indicates that by moderating the
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demand, i increases Ai and decreases Aj,which may serve i better in the war of attrition.The formula further shows that i should choose an action (while waiting) that hurts the opponent j without hurting i too much. Of course that is also what a player has in mind when choosing a threat in the NBWT game. The connection can be made precise as follows. LEMMA 3: Supposethatplayer 1 adoptshis NBWTposture.Thenfor all postures2 could adopt,exceptthose thatgiveplayer 1 at leastas much as he is asking



for, A1> A2.



PROOF:This is most easily seen graphically.Let player 1 adopt the NBWT posture y7 = (uT,my) and player 2 adopt any posture y2 = (u2, m2) with u2 > u*.The NBWT threatpoint and allocationare denoted d* and u*, respectively. Let d - d(m*, m2) and u - (4(U2), u2). See Figure 1. By Assumption 2, di < 01(U2). Because (m*, m;) is an equilibriumof the Nash threatgame, d lies on or below the line throughd*u*(if not, m2 would be a strictlyimprovingdeviationfor player 2 in the Nash threat game). By Nash's (1950a) characterizationof the Nash bargainingsolution, the slope of the line d*u*equals the absolute value of the slope of some supportinghyperplaneto the set H (the convex hull of the feasible set of G) at u*. Hence, slope de > slope du* > slope d*u*> slope uu*l. However, A,
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if and only if slope de > Islope uu*l.



Q.E.D.



If normal player 2 adopts a particularposture with extremelylow probability in equilibrium,her reputationjumps dramaticallywhen she is observed to adopt the posture in question. This gives her a major advantagein the ensuing war of attrition. However, given any lower bound on this probabilityand any upper bound on the ratio of any two ex ante probabilities(of behavioral types), the latter probabilitiesz1, z2 can be chosen small enough so that in the continuationgame following that choice of posture, player 1's expected payoff is close to (or greater than) his Nash bargainingwith threats payoff. LEMMA 4: InvokeAssumptions1 and 2. Forany 6 > 0, R E (0, oo), and /i > 0, thereexists 8 > 0 such that if zi 58, i = 1, 2 and max{ , L }I R, thenfor any perfectBayesianequilibriuma, thepayoffto a rationalplayer1 in thecontinuation game (y'",Y2) is at least (u* - 6/2) for any 72 E 2 thata rationalplayer2 adopts in equilibrium withprobability 1A2 (72) > *. PROOF:Consider the continuationgame with (y*, y2). By Lemma 3, either Y2 demands u2 with l1(U2)> u* Or A > A2. Suppose ut > 01(u2) and that rationalplayer2 adopts 72 with at least probability1 > 0. Then Z1l7T1(Y1)



(1 - zl) - 1 + 72
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for given R and some finite constantsB, C independent of (z1, z2). Recall that the conditional probabilities7ri(yi) are exogenous constants. From Lemma 2, F2(0) =



1-



•12(q1)1-1A2/A1



if the latter term is nonnegative.By the precedinginequalities, F2(0) > 1 - RC(z2B)'-A2/AI



> 1 - RS1-^2/ 1
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where R = RCB'-A2/AI < oo. Hence, for 5 small enough, F2(0) is close to 1. Player1's payoff is F2(0)ut + (1 -



F2(0))•1(U2)



>U



for 8 small enough and (consequently)F2(0) close enough to 1.



Q.E.D.



Suppose that player 1 adopts his NBWT posture. When he meets a type that player 2 chooses extremelyrarely,Lemma 4 does not apply, but because this happens so rarely,it has negligible influence on the weighted averagethat determinesplayer 1's expected payoff. In all other cases, Lemma 4 guarantees him virtuallyhis NBWT payoff. Theorem 1 and its proof make this precise. THEOREM1: Invoke Assumptions 1 and 2. Then for any e > 0 and R E (0, 00), thereexists8 > 0 such that if zi < 8, i = 1, 2 and max{zl/z2, Z2/Z1} < R, thenfor anyperfectBayesianequilibriuma of (z), IU (a) - u*I < e. PROOF:For any given perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE) o- and C > 0, let F2 = 7Y2E F21/L2(y2) < •4. Then < IF 21i < IF21. Hence, YE2A/2(Y2) 1 - IF21. Underthe conditionsof 2(2) 2(Y2) = 1 >_ Lemma for the ZY•2E2/ 4, any Y2 E F2/F2, payoff to a rational player 1 in the continuation game (y*, Y2) is at least (ut - e/2) and, consequently,the payoff to adopting y* is at least (1 - IF2I/)(U



+ IF2Ii



where wi is the lowest payoff to i in the (finite) stage game G. < 1 and Clearlywe can choose / > 0 such that I|F2|1p



(1- IF21)u2-e



-*



+ I ui



For such a > 0, Lemma 4 immediatelyimplies that, under the stated condit tions, the payoff to adopting is at least u* - e in any PBE a. It follows that y/ Ul (a) > u*- e. This is true for both playersand u*is an (strongly)efficientfeasible payoff of the stage game.11Hence, the theorem follows directly. Q.E.D. In summary,when a repeated game with contractsis perturbedslightlyby the addition of stationarybehavioraltypes on each side, the continuumof perfect Bayesianequilibriain the unperturbedgame is replacedby a precise prediction "That is, there does not exist feasible u' such that



u'



> u* and u' > uj.
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about how surplusis shared. The predictionis virtuallyindependent of the ex ante distributionover behavioraltypes as long as the NBWT type is included on each side. With probabilityclose to 1, the demands made by each side, and the actions taken while waiting, are those suggested by Nash (1953) in a much simpler context. Interestingly,Theorem 1 does not require r, the rate of interest, to be close to zero. If r is relativelyhigh, concession hazard rates A• and A2will be correspondinglyhigh to make the playersindifferentbetween waiting or conceding. 4. NONSTATIONARY POSTURES



Following Fernandez and Glazer (1991) and Haller and Holden (1990), Busch and Wen (1995) have provided a general analysisfor repeated games with complete information where a long-run enforceable contract can be signed. In conformitywith their results, in many games there is a significant multiplicityof equilibriumoutcomes.12Our goal is to be able to say that any rich perturbationof such a game leads to an essentially unique outcome and that the outcome is not sensitive to the small ex ante probabilitiesof the respective behavioraltypes. This is true if perturbationsare restrictedto stationary strategies, as Section 3 has shown. Which of the results there survivethe introductionof nonstationarystrategies? We revert now to the general model specified in Section 2. Behavioraltypes are finite automata that announce and follow repeated game strategies that may have complicated intertemporalfeatures and can respond to the opponent's play. Suppose one asks how well player 1's stationaryNBWT strategy would do against any nonstationaryposture player 2 might adopt. How different from Section 3 would the analysis look, and does player 1 do himself harm by not taking advantageof the opportunityto use a dynamicclosed-loop strategyhimself? We formulatea new hybriddiscrete/continuousmodel of time that simplifies the war of attritioncalculationswithout introducingany of the logical difficulties associated with games played in continuous time. It would appear that a naturalway to accomplishthis is to restrictplayersto changingtheir offers and actions at discrete intervals(say, at integer times), while allowingthem to accept the opponent's offer at any moment (in continuous time). It is necessary to elaborate this model slightly, to avoid "openness"problems. In the event that player j responds to player i's offer at time 5 with an offer that i considers attractive, i may want to accept j's offer as soon as possible, at the first moment following 5, as it were. Similarly,if i's offer to j decreases at 5, it is 12In our formulation,there is no discountingbetween the offers of players 1 and 2, and offers that are on the table can be accepted simultaneouslyby both players.This makes it easy to establisha folk theorem result (see Section 5).
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naturalto provide a last time for j to accept the more generous offer. To accommodate this formally,we split the integer time 5 into four "dates,"which we call (5, -2), (5, -1), (5, 1), and (5, 2). The date (5, -2) is the last time at which players can accept offers made at time 4. If i is the player specified to make her offer first at time 5, she does so at date (5, -1). Player j : i then makes his offer at (5, 1) and playersget their first opportunitiesto accept the new offers at (5, 2). Although these four dates are sequential from a logical point of view, they are considered to occur at calendartime 5, so no discounting occurs between them.13 This device simplyensures that the set of times at which a playercan accept an offer on the table is compact. We now introduce the notation regardingtime that is used in the argument to follow. Our primitivenotion of time is a date. The set of dates is T. A date r- eT has two dimensions: r = (t, k). For r E T, let t(r) denote the first dimension and let k(r) denote the second. The first dimension t(r) specifies the calendartime at which date r occurs.The second dimension allows us to order different events that occur at the same calendartime, as explained in the preceding paragraph.Onlyfor integer time is the splittingdiscussedabove needed. Hence, for n EnA {0, 1, 2,...}, {(n, -2), (n, -1), (n, +1), (n, +2)}1 T. For t n/, (t, k) e T if and only if t > 0 and k = 0. At dates (n, -1) and (n, +1), n e n, playerscan make new (offer, action) choices in an arbitraryprespecified order. The new offer can be accepted at dates (n, +1), ((n + 1), -1), and all dates in between. Thus the end of a round and the beginningof the next round are distinct. Discounting depends only on the pure time component of a date. The orderingon T is lexicographic:for any 7, r' e T, r' = (t', k') >- (t, k) = r if t' > t or if t' = t and k' > k. A player's choices at date (n, +1), say, can be conditioned on observed choices at dates (n, -1), (n, -2), and, of course, we define kn to equal -1 or +1 all preceding dates. For i = 1, 2 and n .N', depending on whether i has the move at (n, -1) or (n, +1). For later reference, we define the infimum of a set of dates f2 c T. Denote tom inf12. Let f2, = {t(w)lo e }n) and t inf1n,. If t KM,then to = (t, 0). If t E n , define n (t)={= E It(o) = t).=If 1n(t) # 0, then w = {w E 1(t)Ik(to) < k(co') all w' e 12(t)). If 1(t) = 0, then wto (t, +2). The supremum is defined analogously.These are the naturalextensions of the usual definitions. With player 1's strategyfixed at the stationaryNBWT action and demand, player 2's situation is similar in some ways to what she faced in Section 3. Whenever player 2 reveals rationality,one can show that she does so by, in effect, accepting player 1's offer. This is the one-sided analog of Lemma 1 in Section 3. However,the same is not true for player 1, who faces a nonstationary type. Suppose that player 1 is offered 5 until some date 7, and 10 thereafter. 13Tointerpretthis model, think of a setting in which playersaccept offers in continuoustime, except in the "time-out"pauses (open intervals)duringwhich new actions and offers are chosen. Then let the durationof each time-out approachzero.
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Rather than wait to get 10 at 7, at an earlier time 7' he might offer a Paretosuperior contract:give me 9 right now. Player 2 might accept this (as long as she does not expect to do better in the subgame in which she instead reveals rationalitywithoutaccepting player 1's offer). Thus, the offer from player 2's machine 72 at r' is just a lower bound on 1's equilibriumexpectation of the payoffs he would receive if 7' arriveswithout either playerhavingrevealed rationality. The reader may wonder why player 1 would wait until r' to make this suggestion and, for that matter, why player 1 does not ask for an even greater amount. The answer lies in the full-informationsubgames after players 1 and 2 have both revealed rationality.These typicallyhave a continuumof subgame perfect equilibria,and in the constructionof a solution of the full game, the selection from this set can depend on arbitrarydetails of the history of play. For example, if player 1 demands 9 at 7" prior to 7' instead of at 7', or 9.3 at 7, say, player 2 could believe that she would fare extremelywell, and player 1 badly, if she revealed rationalityinstead of acceptingplayer 1's offer. The above example might leave the impressionthat player1's expected payoff at 7' could exceed player2's offer there only because 72 later makes a more generous offer in response to player 1's constant play of his NBWT position. This is not true. For example, because player 2's behavioral type may make offers that depend on player 1's past offer or actions, player 1 may be able to induce more generous offers from player 2 by departingfrom his NBWT posture. At 7, for example, if player 1 reveals rationalitywithout acceptingthe offer of 10, he may be able to manipulate72 into offering him 15. His expected payoff at 7 could therefore easily exceed 10. To summarize,when player l's static NBWT strategy faces more complex strategies of player 2, player 1's expected payoff in a particularcontinuation game is no longer given by what player2 offers him and mayvarygreatlyacross different equilibriaof that continuationgame. A normal player 1 may want to reveal rationality(by abandoningthe NBWT posture at some point) but not accept player2's offer. Furthermore,we shall see that nonstationarityin player 2's posture induces discontinuitiesin the war of attrition, with one or more playersconcedingawayfrom timezerowith strictlypositive probability. All of the above makes it impossible to replicate the line of attack of Section 3. Perhapssurprisingly,the main result concerningplayers'payoffs is essentially unchanged, along with the power of the static NBWT posture. The proofs, however, are quite different and much more elaborate. This section states and proves our main result,Theorem 2. Let ui(rIY1, 72) denote player i's demand at time 7 and let di(TrIY1,72) denote the flow payoffto i at 7, given that both playersconformwith (y1, 72) until 7. So far for integer n we have not introduceda date (n, 0). It will be convenient later to define



0)1y1, 72). We set



0)171, 72)



di((n,



72).



di((n, +2)Iy1, di((n, When there is no danger of confusion,we will drop the argumentsy7 and y2. For the profile of postures (yT, Y2), take as given all elements of 7Y2except the mappingfrom the finite set of states to demands.If the latter demands are
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chosen randomly,ties between demandsand flow payoffswill occurwith probability0. When demands exactlyequal flow payoffs, potential indeterminacies in player 1's response create a profusion of cases to be treated. We avoid this by makingthe following genericityassumption. 3-Generic Types: For all Y2 E 2, consider the continuation ASSUMPTION game definedby (yr, y2). Forall n, +2)1ly, Y2)) - dl((n, +2)|ly*, Y2). to typesy e F1. A correspondingassumptionapplies••(U2((n, 2: InvokeAssumptions1 and 3. Thenfor any e > 0 and R E (0, 00) THEOREM thereexists 8 > 0 such that if zi 58, i = 1, 2, and max{z, z2, Z2/Z1}< R, then for anyperfectBayesianequilibriumo- of 9 (z), IU (o-) - u*I < e. Theorem 2 says that no matter how high you allow the bound on the relative probabilitiesthat the respectiveplayersare behavioralto be and no matterhow close to ul you want player 1's expected utilityto be, this is achieved uniformly across all perfect Bayesianequilibriawhen behavioralplayershave sufficiently low prior probabilities. Before providingthe proof, we give a quickaccountof the main ideas. Given the unavoidablefact that a typicalcontinuationgame (following the choice of postures) may sufferfrom a vast multiplicityof perfect Bayesianequilibria,our strategyis as follows. Any particularequilibriumof the full game offers player 1 expected payoffs at each date in each continuationgame, following the realization of player 2's choice of posture 72. Just as one can graph the offers y2 makes to player 1 over time, one can graph the payoffs player 1 would get by first revealing rationalityat any date (n, kn) by departingfrom the (offer, action) pair as given by the initial posture (in the case under consideration y*, y1 of course) in interactionwith the opponent's posture Y2. It is the maximumof these two values that drivesthe war of attrition.In analyzingthat war of attrition, one can treat the stream of these maximaas exogenous variation,just as one accepts the possibilityof arbitrarystrategies Y2. Once the characterization result is established for all possible streams, it holds a fortiori for all graphs that could actuallyarise in equilibrium.14 Recall from Section 3 that the more player i demands, the slower i's rate of concession must be and the slower i's reputationwill grow. If i's demand is sufficientlygreedy, this will require i to concede at time zero with high probability. The same basic force is at work here. If player 2 is asking for more than her NBWT payoff, she has to concede slower than player 1 (if he chooses his NBWT posture). The rate changes as her demands change, and one has 14Moreprecisely,Lemma 11 will establisha uniformupper bound on the maximain question for the interval of dates relevant for our arguments.Our characterizationresult holds for any stream that satisfies the upper bound, so it is not necessaryto figure out exactlywhich streams could actuallyarise in equilibrium.
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to integrate these rates and add them to discrete probabilityconcessions.'"It is necessaryto make cross-playercomparisonsof payoff discontinuitiesof different sizes and with qualitativelydifferent effects. This is the most delicate part of the argument.The same picture ultimatelyemerges: overall, player 2's reputation grows more slowly than player 1's and this becomes decisive when prior behavioralprobabilitiesare low. Nonstationaritiesin player 2's posture typicallyinduce discrete concession episodes by both players. The simplest case, which we call a downwardjump, involves a decrease in the value of player 2's offer to player 1. Suppose that at date (n, kn) before 7*, player 2's offer falls from a to b < a. If player 1 ever accepts the offer of b in equilibriumimmediately after (n, +2), he must be compensated at (n, +2) for letting the offer fall from a to b by a probabilistic concession from player2. The probabilityP2 of player2's concession at (n, +2) that makes player 1 indifferent between accepting the offer of a or waiting satisfies16



a = P2u*+ (1 - P2)b. Upwardjumps have more interesting repercussions.Assume for simplicity that player2's action choice is constantand that at some date 7 e (0, 7*],player 2's offer jumps up from b to a > b (or, alternatively,that at 7, the equilibrium implicitlyoffers player 1 the payoff a for revealing rationalityat 7 without accepting player 2's offer). For some time intervalof length A before 7, player 1 would ratherwait until 7 to get a than to concede immediatelyand get b (see Figure 2). Because player 1 experiencesflow payoffswhile waiting, A solves b



r where tl =



(s,0).



S ftla dl((s, 0))e-r(s-(t'-A)) ds + e-rAa



-A t(T)



r



and d,((s, 0)) is player l's flow payoff (given (y*, y2)) at date



Notice that player2 will not concede in the A intervalbefore t(7) either:because player 1 never concedes in that interval,player2 is strictlybetter off conceding at the start of the intervalthan at any point in its interior.For player 2 "The subsequent paragraphsexplain how increases in player 2's offer at (n, kV) induce discrete concessions by player 1 at time n and decreases in player 2's offer induce discrete concessions by player2. 16Asnoted earlier,player1's expectedpayoffat some date mayexceed what player2 offers him there. A fall in this expected value will induce a compensatingdiscrete concession by player 2, even in the absence of any change in player2's offer. The initial highervalue could be player 1's payoff to revealing rationalityat (n, k'); the lower value might itself exceed player 2's offer, because it mightbe player 1's present discountedvalue fromwaitingfor a superioroffer player2 will make later (see the discussionof shadowsin the paragraphsafter equation (1)).
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to be just compensatedfor waitingthroughthe barrenintervalA, player 1 must concede at t(7) with (conditional) probabilityP1 that solves =



(1)



u2



d2((s,



O))er(s-to)



ds



+



e-r(t-to)



P1V2() +



(1 - Pi) ,



where to t, - A and v(7r) is normal player 2's payoff when player 1 reveals = rationalityat 7. We say that the jump at T7"castsa shadow"of length A over the time period preceding 7. What if no P1 < 1 solves the equation? Then player 2 cannot be induced to wait and normalplayer 2 should concede with probability1 weakly before the shadowbegins (contradictingour assumptionthat r e (0, 7*]). This expression makes it clear that changesin flow payoffs dl((s, 0)) can also contribute to or even cause shadows. For instance, even if b = a, if there are changes in player 2's action choices so that initially player 1's flow payoffs dl((s, 0)) are less than a and later dl((s, 0)) exceeds a, so that tl



Sdl((s,0))e-r(s-(tA))



ds= a



ftl



e-r(s-(tl-A))ds,



then we have a shadow of length A generated exclusivelyby changes in flow payoffs. Interestingly,there can be an upwardjump at 7, followed by a downward jump at the same instant. Suppose that player2's posture y2 is as illustratedin Figure 2, but that the equilibriumoffers c > a at 7 -= (n, k), k e {-1, +1} (and
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nowhere else, for simplicity). Clearlyplayer 1's option of getting c at (n, k) casts a shadow (a longer one than that cast by a) over an intervalin which neither player 1 nor 2 will concede. Player 1 revealsrationalityprobabilisticallyat (n, k) (without accepting player 2's offer) to compensate player 2 for waiting through the barrenperiod. In the event that he does not concede, he faces an immediate drop in expected payoff from c to a. To make player 1 indifferent between revealing rationalityand waiting, player 2 must concede with probability c-a



P2= uc -



a



conditional on player 1's not revealingrationalityat (n, k). 2: Theorem 2, the analog of Theorem 1, follows from PROOFOFTHEOREM Lemma 5 below in the same way as Theorem 1 follows from Lemma 4 (see the proof of Theorem 1). Lemma 5 establishes the effectiveness of player 1's NBWT posture y* against any relevant posture of player 2. The following notation will be used in the proof. Fix z = (z1, z2) and an equilibriumof the overall game, and consider the continuation game following the choice of (arbitrary)postures (y1, Y2). The dependence of various functions and terms introduced below on z, on the equilibriumin question, and on (yl, 72) is not made explicit in the notation, but should be understood in what follows. Associated with the continuation game are "distributionfunctions" Fi(.), i = 1, 2, where Fi(7r) is the probabilitythat player i reveals rationalityby 7 conditional on playerj not revealing rationalityprior to 7. Note that the distributionfunctions and the terms defined below are specific to the equilibrium in question. The proof proceeds by demonstratingthe effectiveness of player 1's NBWT posture yT against any relevant posture of player 2. This is formalized in the following lemma: LEMMA 5: InvokeAssumption1. For any 6 > 0, R E (0, oo), and A > 0, there exists 8 > 0 such that if z < 8, i = 1, 2, and max{z1/z2, z2/Z1} < R, thenfor any perfectBayesianequilibriumor,thepayoffto a rationalplayer1 in thecontinuation game (y*, Y2) is at least (u* - 6/2) for any Y2E r2 thata rationalplayer2 adopts in equilibriumwithprobabilityA2(2)2 > . The proof of Lemma 5 is presented in nine steps. Step 1-Implications of Stationarityof yj: Fix a PBE o- and a posture y2 for player 2, and consider the continuation game starting from date (0, -1)
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afterplayer1 has adoptedhis NBWTpostureand player2 has adoptedy2. on thatcontinuationgame.Recallthat The profilero-inducesan equilibrium (Yi) ziT'i Zi1Ti(Yi)+ (1 - Zi)[i(yi)



is the posteriorprobability thatplayeri, whochoosesyi, is behavioral. Becauseof the stationarity of player1's offer and the natureof the Nash 1 in finitetime threat,a rationaltypeof player2 mustconcedewithprobability (see Lemma6 in the Appendix).Moreover,a rationalplayer2 revealsrationalityby,in effect,acceptingplayer1'soffer(see Lemma7 in the Appendix).17 These "Coasean"resultsare closelyrelatedto Lemma1 of Section3 and do not hold for arbitrarynonstationaryyi.



1: The date r*- inf{r7lu


F2(r) = m2.*



Thusr*is the firstdatebywhich(1) a rationaltypeof eitherplayer1 or 2 revealsrationality(i.e., doesnot followyi) withprobability1 or (2) the demands generatedbythe pairof postures(y*, 72) aremutuallycompatible. Step 2-Concession DistributionFunctions:Concessionbehaviorstrictly withinroundsis drivenbythefamiliarlogicof thewarof attrition,withparametersgivenbythe constantoffersandflowpayoffsthatcorrespondto the round in question.Specifically, supposethat7', 7"aredateswithinroundn E with 7*> 7r">-7' and (n + 1) > t(7") > t(r') > n , andthatFi(7")> Fi(r') forsome i=1, 2. We firstarguethat 4i(uj(7)) > di(r) for all 7 e ((n, +2), r") and i = 1, 2. For i = 2, this followsfromthe definitionof the NBWTposture (andour yj' regularityassumptionthatexcludesthe exceptionalcaseu= = d2(mt,m;)). Recall also Assumption3: for all Y2, the pair (yr, 72) generatesoffersand flow payoffssuchthat 4 ( u2(7)) dl(7). Finally,supposethat 41(u2(r) < dl(7)). - our initialassumptionthat We showthat this contradicts F;(r") > Fi(r') for < d(7r) impliesthatplayer1 is strictly some i = 1, 2. The inequality of the roundthanat anydatewithinthe round, betteroff concedingat the endfl(U2(7)) of 2's concession behavior.HenceF, (7")= ((n, +2)). independently player Fl at Becauseu*> d2(7), it followsthatplayer2 is strictlybetteroff conceding = in Hence F2(7") F2(7') also, a (n, +2) than at 7" or at any date between. contradiction. 17Supposethat we had allowedrationalplayersto announce somethingoutside the set of their behavioraltypes or to stay silent. For the same reasons as in Lemmas 1 and 7, a player 2 who made one of those alternativeannouncementswould accept player1's NBWT offer immediately, havingrevealed rationality.
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For all n e Kn,let ?(n) = inf{TIFi(r)= Fi((n + 1, -2))}. By the preceding argument, pi(uj(t(7))) > d1(t(7)) for all 7 E ((n, +2), i(n)) and i = 1, 2. Consequently,the analysiswithin the time interval (n, t(T(n))) is as in the usualwar of attrition,with equilibriumbehaviorgovernedby the basic principlethat a normalplayerdelaysconceding only in the expectationthat the other player might concede in the interim. Thus we have the familiar result that the players concede with constant hazardrates Ai(s) for s e (n, t(-(n))), where



i;i(s)



=r.



dj((n, +2)) Aj(ui((n, +2))) 4~(ui((n, +2))) uj((n, +2))



Integratingthis expressionyields



- Fi((n,+2))). (1- Fi(r))= e-Ai(s)(t(T)-n)(1 This discussion is summarizedin the following lemma, where I(n) is defined as above. LEMMA8: For all T', r", n E KN with r* >- 7" >- 7', and (n + 1) > t(7") > t(7') > n, if Fi(r") > Fi(7') for some i = 1, 2, thenfor k = 1, 2, (1 - Fk(7)) - e-k(n)(t(7)-n)(1 for all r e ((n, +2), T(n)).



- Fk((n,



+2)))



Note for later use that Al(s) > A2(S) for s E (n, t(T(n))), where we define Ai(s) =



dj((n, +1)) r-4j(ui((n, +1))) 0,



uj((n,



+1))



Oj(ui((n, +1)))'



fors(nt((n))) otherwise.



The argumentis exactlythe same as in Lemma 3 of Section 3. Let 0i(7) denote the probabilitywith which i reveals rationalityat r, conditional on not having revealed rationalityprior to 7. Define Pi(n) by (1 - O((n, k))).



(1 - Pi(n)) = ke{-2,-1,+1,+21



Thus, Pi(n) is the probabilityof player i conceding sometime within the range (n, -2), (n, -1), (n, 1), and (n, 2), conditionalon not havingconceded before then.
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An implicationof Lemma 8 is that positive probabilityconcessions can only occur at the end, between, or at the beginningof rounds,but not strictlywithin rounds. Thus the only dates at which player i might reveal rationalitywith strictlypositive probabilityare those 7 for which t(7) EJ . Hence, 1-



Fi(r)



=



e-fo(TAis)ds



l(1



_ O8i())



v


and for r for which t(r) • N,



(1 - Fi,()) = e-~o



1 - Pi(n)).



(s)ds nfEA,n


Step 3-Discrete Concessions by Player 2: We seek to show that after time zero, player 1 reveals rationalityfaster than player2. This is the case in regions of continuous concession, for the same reasons as in Section 3. It will also be necessaryto compare discrete concession probabilitiesby players 1 and 2. Each discrete concession by player 2 is tightlylinked to a contemporaneous reduction in what player 1 can extract from player 2, that is, to a down jump (see the preamble to the proof of Theorem 2). Lemma 9 provides an upper bound on the concession probabilityby player 2 that can be provoked by a down jump from value a to b < a. Some key definitions follow. Define v(7T) as the supremum over possible (given player j's strategy) payoffs to i, conditional on revealing rationalityat 7 (given that i and j have not revealed rationalityprior to r). Recall that if t(T) V KN,the only way to reveal rationalityat 7 is to accept the opponent's offer. It follows that as long as player j does not accept i's offer at 7 with strictlypositive probability,vi(r) = bi(uJ(7)). Let v(7r) denote normal player j's expected equilibriumpayoff conditional on player i revealingrationalityat r. It is notationallycumbersome to keep track of which player has the move at (n, -1) and (n, +1), respectively.In this context, extending the domain of definition of vi(.) to include the dummydate (n, 0) is helpful. Thus we define vi((n, 0)))= vi(7), where r e {(n, -1), (n, +1)} is the date at which player i may change her (offer, action) pair between the round ending at (n, -2) and the round beginning at (n, +2). We define v$((n, 0)) analogously(that is, normal player j's expected equilibriumpayoff conditional on player i revealing rationalityat 7 e {(n, -1), (n, +1))). Let w1(7) be the expected equilibriumpayoff to player 1 (discounted to r) conditional on neither playerrevealingrationalityprior to and including7. The total size of the downjump at round n is denoted Jd(n) and Jd(n)



= max{0, max{v:((n, -2)),



0))} v1((n,



-



wli((n, +2))}.
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LEMMA 9: Supposeu* > w,((n, +2)). Then P2(n) 



Id (n)



- wl((n, +2)) U*l



PROOF:Suppose by way of contradictionthat P2(n) >



d (n) U* - wl((n,



+2))



Then P2(n)ut + (1 - P2(n))wl((n, +2)) = - wl((n, +2))) + Wl((n, +2)) P2(n)(uI > -2)), v2((n, 0), wl((n, +2))) }. max{vl((n, Let k E {-2, -1, 1, 2} satisfy 02((n, k)) > 0 and 02((n, k))= 0 for all k = k + 1,..., +2. Because P2(n) > 0, such a k exists. The preceding inequality implies that player 1's payoff from conceding at (n, +2) or immediatelyafter if k = 2, strictlyexceeds player 1's payofffrom conceding at (n, k) or just priorto (n, k) . Hence k)) = F(7r) for some -< (n, k)_with t(7) < n. It follows Fl((n, from that player 2's payoffs conceding at 7' e (7, (n, k)] strictlyexceed player 2's payoffs from conceding at (n, k), which contradicts02((n, k)) > 0. Q.E.D. Note that Lemmas 11-13 in the Appendixwill establishthat the maintained hypothesisof Lemma 9 is indeed true for an initial range of n's that sufficesfor our proof. Step 4-Subdivision of DownwardJumps: The nonstationarityof some postures y2 may induce frequent fluctuations in player 1's continuation values. The discrete concessionsby player2 associatedwith the numerousdownjumps could give player2 an insurmountableadvantagein the war of attrition,unless the fluctuationsinduce concessionsby player 1 of similaror greatermagnitude. Comparingthe effects of up and downjumps of different sizes is difficult.It is helpful to think of subdividingdown jumps, and associatingwith each of the smallerjumps the compensatingconditional concession probabilityby player 2 (given by the formulaP2 = (a - b)/(ut - b)). Fortunatelythe overall probability of concession by player 2 so obtained satisfies the bound of Lemma 9, as the following paragraphdemonstrates. Let P2 > 0 be associated with a down jump from u1 - max{vi((n, -2)), v ((n, 0)) } to w1 - w1((n, +2)) (and suppose that ut > wi((n,+2))). By
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Lemma 9, 1 - P2 (u - ul)/(u* - w1). Consider the strictly decreasing se1 = wi, and define P = = u1 and such that quence ui, =0, 1,..., L, u1 P Then ul ut). Consequently (ut-' ul)/(ut ul). (u ul1)/(ul U* -



. .....



1



-



U1



W1



l-P2.



Thus a down jump may be broken up into a sequence of smaller down jumps that span the same range, and yield an overall probabilityof concession by player 2 that weakly overestimates the actual probability of concession by player2. Step5-Paired Up and Down Jumps: In general, it is possible to have multiple up and down jumps in player 1's continuationvalue, all in a single interval of nonconcessionby player 2. Comparisonof the respectiveconcession probabilities of players 1 and 2 can be extremelyinvolved,and this is relegated to the Appendix. To provide a more accessible treatment,we limit attention here to a simple case that involvestwo perfectlycomplementaryjumps. Readers interested in the Appendixmayfind it useful to get a motivatingoverviewby looking at Steps 5-7 here before turning to the material in the Appendix concerning Section 4. Figure 3 illustrates a scenario in which player 1's continuationvalue is initiallya < ut, then falls to b < a, and later returnsto a. We assume for simplicity that these continuationvalues coincide with what player 2's posture y2 offers player 1 (there are no endogenous rewardsto player 1 that augment what Y2 offers). One can solve for the concession probabilityP1 inducedby the increase
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in value and the concession probabilityP2 induced by the earlier fall in value. By Lemma 9, a-b (2)



P2 < u -b'



As noted earlier (in the preambleto the proof),



b = tidi((s,



-r



O))e-r(s-to) ds



+



tor



a e-r(tl-to)



or, equivalently, (3)



(b - dl)=



e-'r(t-to)(a - dl),



where A - (tl - to) and di((1 - e-')/r)



fto di((s, 0))exp(-r(s



- to))ds.



(Note that di is the average discountedflow payoff over the interval (to, tl).) Equation (1) may be rewrittenas (4)



- d2)(1 - e-r)



= e-rl(2(a



- u



(u2 where we have replaced v2(r) (the payoff to a normal player 2) with b2(a). This substitutionis valid if player 1 obtains a by accepting an improvedoffer from player2 (see the last paragraphof this step). Combining(3) and (4) yields u4- d2 b2(a)-ul



a- b b-di



Hence P1 > P2 if u*-d2 b-dl



•2(a)-u* u -b



To see that this inequalitydoes hold, refer to Figure 4 and note the following facts: 1. The point (dl, d2) must be on or below the line joining d(m*, m*) and u*. 2. The slope of the latter line equals (the absolute value of) the slope of some supportinghyperplaneto the set of feasible payoffs at u*. 3. The frontier of the feasible set is concave and b < a < uT. Thus, although the decline in player 1's value from a to b appears to give player 2 an advantagein the war of attrition(by inducinga discrete concession by player 2), this advantageis outweighedby the larger discrete concession by player 1 induced by the returnfrom b to a. Player l's overall advantageis even greater if there are many of these paired discrete concessions, ratherthan the single pair illustratedhere.
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What if there are more (or larger) decreases in value than increases?For example, if value decreases from a to b and then stays there forever,player 2 has a discrete concession that is not matched by a concession from player 1. This turns out to have an effect similarto player 2 having a moderate reputational advantage over player 1. It is swamped by other effects as the zi's approach zero. The argumentin the Appendix shows that as long as all repeateddown jumps are matchedby (or "coveredby";see the Appendix) up jumps, player l's asymptoticadvantagewill be decisive. However, repeated down jumps are indeed matched by up jumps: if value falls from 6 to 4, say, it cannot fall through that range again until it has first risen through that range. Among the difficulties dealt with in the Appendix is the fact that where player 1 has multiple concession episodes in the same intervalof nonconcession by player 2, the respective concession probabilities often are not uniquely defined (and hence mayvary across equilibria). We are implicitlyassuming that player 1 obtains the payoff a by accepting an improved offer from player 2; it might also be that player 1 obtains a by revealing rationalitybut not accepting player 2's offer. In this case, the resultant equilibriumpayoff to a normalplayer2 may be different from 02(a). This subtletyand related issues are dealt with in the Appendix. Step 6-Bounds on EquilibriumDistribution Functions: By Lemma 10 in the Appendix,when t(7*) = 0, the conclusion of Lemma 5 follows straightforwardly.Now suppose t(7*) > 0. Recall that 72(7) is the posterior probability that player 2 is behavioralconditional on player 2 not revealingrationalityup until and includingdate 7. Let ~ > 0 be as defined in Lemma 12 in the Appendix. By Lemma 13 (in the Appendix) there exists 7- < -* such that >1 T 772(7)
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Let ? = inf{7|rl2(7)> ~). For some motivatingdiscussionof Lemmas11-13, see the discussionprecedingthe statementof the lemmasin theAppendix.Let denotethe posteriorprobability (at the startof the continuationgame)that rm a playerwho adoptsthe postureyi is behavioral.Then 1 - 712 r2(')-)r F2()



>



Furthermore, (f = - 771 -< 1. 1 F1(') n1



Thegoalis to establishthatforsmallzi's,the onlywayforthe aboveinequalitiesto be satisfiedis for P2(0)to be close to 1. However,the truedistribution functionsaredifficultto workwith.Instead,we definemodifiedfunctionsFi(7) forwhichPi(O)= P (O)butwhichotherwise(weakly)underestimate player1's of concessionandoverestimateplayer2's.Combinedwiththe earprobability lierinequalities,thisyields 772> ~(1- F2(~)) > ~(1 - F2(~)) and



We subsequentlyshowthat for smallzi's the aboveinequalitiesimplythat P2(0) is close to 1. Thatis, player2 concedestoo slowlyrelativeto player1, even whenwe overestimateplayer2's rate of concessionand underestimate playerl's. Step7-Modified DistributionFunctions:RecallfromStep2 that e-fo ~,'A(s)ds(1 - P?)(1 - Pi) ... (1 - PLi), Fi()where 1= 0, 1, ..., Li indexes positive probabilityconcessions by player i until 1-



date 7.



For player 2, any positive probabilityconcession must be associated with a down jump (Lemma 9). Let the lth down jump occur at date r(l) (assumed



to be increasingin 1) andentaila dropin payoffto player1 froma(l) to b(l). Forany1suchthata(l + 1) > b(l), Lemma14 in the Appendixestablishesthe intuitivelyplausibleresultthatbetweendatesr(1) andT(l+ 1) theremustexist a consecutivesequenceof shadowsthatcorrespondto up jumpsin playerl's payoffs from a payoff b < b(l) to a > a(l + 1). Down jumps over payoff drops that have also occurred at an earlier date are offset by up jumps that cover (at least) the same range (see Lemmas 15 and 16). By Steps 4 and 5, we can match
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such repeated down jumps with up jumps that span the same range. Thus one can constructnew functions Fi, i = 1, 2, for which up jumps and down jumps are matched as follows: 1 - Fi(J) = (1 - P')(1 -



1-



F2(7')= (1 -



P2)(1



-



(1 P).-.



P').



A(s)ds



PIK)e-fo -



(1 - 2)(1



~2+1)e-fo A2(s)d,



where for k = 1,..., K, Pi correspondsto a downjump from some uk to u A and P correspondsto a matched up jump from u_ - A to uk between times tk and ik, respectively.We set P = P,. The latter is the probabilityof revealing rationalityat the very start of the game and is the same for the original and the modified distributions.The unmatchedterm PK+1accounts for the possibility of nonrepeating down jumps. The modified distributionfunction F, neglects some concession episodes for the following reasons: 1. It is possible that some P' > 0 are not associatedwith up jumps (see the remarksprecedingthe proof of Theorem 2). 2. Some up jumps might not simplybe offsetting repeated down jumps. Of course this reasoningis consistent with underestimatingplayer 1's distribution function, and as desired we have



By setting P2+1generously,we can furtherguaranteethat (1 - F2(')) < (1 F2(')). By Lemmas 11-13 there exists e > 0 such that ut - e is an upperbound on player1's expected equilibriumpayoff at any 7 -< ~ for ' as defined in Step 6. The highest possibleP+2 is associatedwith an offer that drops from u*- e to the smallest payoff to player 1 in the efficiencyfrontier of the stage game. u1, Thus a generous specificationof P?+1 is -a2



(1



> 0.



-P2K+)



By the analysisof Step 4, all nonrepeating down jumps are covered by the term as defined above. P21 Step 8--Player 1 Concedes Faster than Player 2: As noted following Lemma 8, A()



> A2(S),



= A2(s) =



0,



for s e (n, t(i(n))), otherwise.



Can we compare Pk corresponding to an up jump from wk to jk between times tk and jk to Pk corrtespondingto a down jump from to w ? Let Pj = --k
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( Wk )/(u* - )Wk as usual. As defined in the Appendix (see the proof of Lemma 16), solves /P



k r



d2((s, O))e-r(s•k)



f



u•



where wu e ], (Wg, lk k2( yields



2(') + K,



k



A



k



k



ds+e-r(tk-



-



d2 2



_



1 -1



_



k)'2( r



+•



r



(1



,



and K is as given in Lemma 12. This



Wk



- di P2(wk) -u_ Wk *2



The formulas for k correspond to those in Step 5 with a replaced by 5k and b replacedby 1w. In addition02(i,) is replacedby for some W E 2(wi) if ]. As in Step 5, it follows that ~ > / (w1,



u;- d2 02(Wk)--_u - dl u Wl Wl



If we had 02(Wk) on the right-handside, the inequalitywould follow by the same reasoning (as in Step 5). However, if K > 0 (recall that02(') = + 02(.) as indeed is chosen small the uniformly enough, inequality preserved, K) is clarifiedin the next paragraph. By Lemmas 11-13 there exists e > 0 such that for all T -< T, w(7r) < u* - e uniformlyacross (zI, Z2) E (0, 1)2 and possible equilibria.Hence ul ((n, +1)) < u* e and tw u - e. It follows that there exists a' > 1 such that _< Al(s) > a'A2(S) for all s. Fixing e > 0, we may choose K> 0 small enough so that for some a E (1, a') we also have (1 -



p1 _k



)a



-2



for all k = 1,..., K,



z2, and possible equilibria. zi, 1 for z1, z2 0: To complete the proof, we show that when Step 9-P2(0) the perturbationprobabilities zl and z2 are small, player 2 must concede with 1 to at time close zero, which, as noted earlier, establishes the deprobability sired lower bound on player 1's expected payoff. Recall that uniformlyacross



i 7 P)A), 1 -



F•()



= (1 -
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where Ai = e-f(0 )A(s)ds(1 - (1)) .. (1- P(K)) probabilitywith which player i concedes. It follows that (5)



and Pi(O) = P(0) is the initial



1 


>1



'(1 - P2(0))(1 - P2(K + 1)) 712 771 .



a2 --



where a2 = (1 -



(1 - P2(0))a (1 - PI (0))



(1 - P(0))



i



'



a a2



2(K + 1)) > 0 and a > 1 is as defined in Step 8.



This analysis applies to any z1, z2. Suppose Z2/Zl < R and A2(y2; Then, as shown in the proof of Lemma 4 of Section 3,



z2)



> A-



T2



2 


for a given R E (0, oo) and some finite constant C independent of (z1, z2). Returningto (5), we obtain (1



RC(z2B)



-



P



O)a



> (1-- Po) - (1



2



where B is also a finite constant independent of (z1, z2). Hence Po> 1 -



(RC)I/a(1 - Po)1lj 1(z2B)(a-1)/a, which is close to 1 for 8 > 0 small enough and 8. Normal player 1's payoff is at least P2(0)u* + (1 - P2(0))d1, which in



z2



_ is at least ut - - for 8 small turn enough and (consequently for) P2(0) close to 1. that is lowest possible payoff to player 1 in the the enough (Recall d, This the stage game G). completes proof of Lemma 5, from which Theorem 2 follows, as noted earlier. Q.E.D. 5. EXISTENCE OF EQUILIBRIUM



This section establishesthe existence of perfect Bayesianequilibrium(PBE) for a wide class of perturbedbargaininggames. For any such game G(z) (defined in Section 2), we define in turn three more games, each more tractable than the last. The first simplificationinvolves replacing g(z) with a concession game. From this is defined a concession game in discrete time, which is then truncatedto yield one that is equivalentto a discrete,finite-horizongame. Standardarguments(Nash (1950b)) guarantee that this last game has a Nash equilibrium. It then remainsto show that this equilibriumcan be extended to Nash equilibriumin the games from which the simplest game was derived and finallyto
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a PBE of g(z). Moving back to continuous time requiressome analysisof sequences of discrete-timegames. Going from the concessiongame backto g(z), the game of interest,is a greaterchallenge.As pointed out in the precedingsection, playersmight, in equilibrium,reveal rationalitybut not accept the opponent's currentoffer. This leads to potentiallyintractablycomplex equilibrium behaviorand to continuationpayoffsthat may depend on player i's reputation at the time when j reveals rationality.Nonetheless, we are able to use the relatively simple (albeit possiblyhighlynonstationary)equilibriumproved to exist in C(z) to constructa PBE of 9(z) in which payoffs when i reveals rationality depend on the date at which this occurs and on the initial postures (but not on reputationsat that date). Given a bargaininggame G(z), the concession game C(z) associated with G(z) is identicalwith g(z) except that after the choice of any pair of postures (Y1, 72), in the subsequentgame a player'sonly options are to stickto her initial posture or to concede, with one exception: if, at some date (n, -1), player i moves first and, accordingto the initial postures (Y1, 72), player j's demand at (n, 1) would be more than compatiblewith i's demand, then i is allowed to increase her demand to make it exactlycompatible.In this situation, if i does not increase her demand sufficiently,then j is allowed to increase his demand to the point of exactcompatibility.In C(z), revealingrationalityends the game; it is free of the complicationsalluded to in the precedingparagraph. We will consider discrete-timeversionsof the concession game that we index by A e (0, 1) and that differ from the original (concession) game only in that playersmove discretelywithinrounds.That is, in roundn, player1 moves singly at times (n + A), (n + 3A),..., and player 2 moves singly at (n + 2A), (n + 4A), ..., the alternatingpatterncontinues until (n + WA), where W satisfies WA < 1 < (W+ 1)A. (The dates correspondingto these times are (n + A, 0), (n + 2A, 0), and so on.) Denote such a game C(z, A). We now define truncatedconcession games. In a i-truncated concession game, if play reaches date -, both players must conform to their initial postures thereafter. Denote such a game C(z, A, ). We denote by C(z, i) the continuous-timegame derivedby truncatingC(z) at #. Notice that C(z, A) is a standardextensiveform game in which: 1. At an initial date, Nature chooses types of both playerssimultaneously. 2. Next, playersannounce their postures. 3. Subsequently, they play the concession game defined by their initial choice of postures (Y1,72). A behavioraltype y7can only announce 7i and play accordingto A normal y•. type of player i can announce any yi e F and, moreover, may subsequently deviate from the announced y, by acceptingthe opponent'scurrentoffer. Note finallythat when t( ) < oo, the truncatedgame C(z, A, i) can be expressedas
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a finite extensive form game: because after - even normal players can only conform to their initial postures,we can make all the nodes at date terminal nodes, with the appropriatespecificationof payoffs. Several lemmas that culminate in Lemma 23 are stated and proved in the Appendix. LEMMA 23: Theconcessiongame C(z) has a Nash equilibrium. We now turn to g(z), the actual game of interest. First consider G(0), the bargaininggame of completeinformation(that is, z = 0). Recall that = min{uil(ul, u2) E1*,) Ui = max{uil(ul, u2) E H*},



Ui



where H* is the set of strictlyefficient and individuallyrationalpayoffs in the convex hull of feasible payoffs of the (finite) stage game G. 24: Theset ofperfectBayesianequilibriumpayoffsof 9(0) is a superset LEMMA of H*. PROOF:Let mi be a strategy for i that minimaxesplayer j. The following pair of strategiesdefines a PBE for any a e 1]: [u1,



player1 plays(a, ml) initially; player 2 plays ( 2(a), m2) initially. If player2 deviates to a more aggressivedemand,player 1 plays (H1,m?1)and player 2 plays (42(H1),m2) when it is next their turn to make offers; the converse is true for player 1. Moreover,followingany deviationto an incompatible demand by a single player at the beginning of a round, the deviator immediately accepts the opponent's equilibriumoffer, while the player who did not deviate waits for her offer to be accepted. Subsequentsingle-playerdeviations that yield incompatibledemands are responded to in the same manner. Suppose at the beginningof round n both playersdeviate from the prescribed(demand, action) pairs as given by the rules above. Let i be the playerwho moves at (n, -1) and let j be the player who moves at (n, +1). If j's flow payoff in round n does not exceed i's offer to j, then j's prescribedstrategyis to accept i's offer at (n, +2) (and at all subsequentdates in that round conditional upon the game not having terminated prior to that date) and i's strategy is to wait for her offer to be accepted. If this condition does not hold for j but does for i, then the prescriptionis as above with the roles of i and j reversed.If both players' flow payoffs strictlyexceed what they have been offered, let b be player i's round n flow payoff. Then neither player concedes in round n and at the
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beginning of the next round, prescribedbehavior from that point on is as described at the beginning of the proof, with b replacinga and player i replacing player 1. This completes the recursivedescriptionof the strategyprofile. It may be verified that this pair of strategiesdefines a PBE. By an analogous argument,(0 1(u2), u2) is a PBE payoff of G(0)for any u2 E [U2, 2]. Q.E.D. Lemma 24 yields an elementary "perfect folk theorem" for the efficiency frontier for this class of complete informationbargaininggames. (Compareto Busch and Wen (1995); see footnote 3.) Toconstructa PBE of G(z) from anyNash equilibriumof C(z), we employ an assumptionthat was not needed for our characterizationresults in Sections 3 and 4. DEFINITION 2: A posture Yi E fl is nonmanipulableif, after any historyand at the beginning of any round, playerj is strictlybetter off acceptingplayer i's current offer than adopting a strategyof waiting for a future offer under the hypothesisthat player i will conformwith y- forever after. 4 -Nonmanipulability: All postures yi e IF i = 1, 2, are nonASSUMPTION manipulable. After any history, a posture yi explicitly offers the opponent j a contract with a certain present discounted value for j. Assumption 4 rules out absurd postures that give rationalj an incentive to refuse the offer even whenj is sure i is the behavioraltypeyi. THEOREM 3-Existence: Let g(z) be a bargaininggame that satisfiesAs4. Then g(z) has a perfectBayesianequilibrium. sumption Theorem 3 follows directlyfrom Lemma 25 below and our existence result for C(z). LEMMA25: GivenAssumption4, if C(z) has a Nash equilibrium,then g(z) has a perfectBayesianequilibrium. PROOF:Fix a Nash equilibrium o of C(z). Consider a strategy profile in G(z) such that a normalplayeri mimicsposturesin Flwith the same probability with which normal i mimics postures in the equilibriumo- of C(z) and for any pair of postures (y1, Y2). (i) At dates (n, -1) and (n, +1), n e ./, prior to which neither player has revealed rationality,players conform to their postures yi. They reveal rationality only at other dates (that is, by acceptingan opponent's standingoffer at that date). The only exception is in the event that the postures would lead to more than compatible demands at some first date (n, +1). In this case, normal player i who has the move at (n, -1) makes the just compatible demand
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0i(uj((n,+1))) andchoosesthe actionmi,wheremi is a strategyfor i that minimaxes j. If i choosessomeui < 4i(uj((n, +1))), thennormalj chooses of themorethancompatible casein (40j(u),mij).Thisfollowsthetreatment theconcession game. distribution overconcession timesis thesameasin o-. (ii) Eachplayer's fromproperty (iii) Aftera deviation (i) byplayerj alone,a normali plays the(demand, threat)pair(u7,mi)whenit is nextplayeri'sturnto makea demand.Thereafter, i adoptsthe samestrategy thatyieldsthePBEpayoffpair in the full-information Normalplayeri neveraccepts G(O). game (Ui,Pj(ji)) i's offer. If offer and j's bythenonmaplayeri is behavioral, j alwaysaccepts is for to i's offer at the of it beginning nipulability assumption optimal j accept In of rationality the theroundfollowing therevelation byj. out-of-equilibrium eventthatj doesnotacceptandthenextroundis reached,if rationalplayer i's offerrevealsthati is rational, thenin theensuingfullinformation gameit is againoptimalforj to accepti's equilibrium offerrightaway.Ontheother hand,if i's offerdoesnot revealrationality, playerj shouldalsoaccept,becauseacceptance is a bestresponseto i's strategy, whetheri is behavioral (by or thenonmanipulability normal. assumption) (iv) If bothplayersdeviatefromproperty (i) andtheiroffersarenotcomlet denote i's patible, (ui,mi) player (offer,action)pairin theroundin question. (a) Forplayerj, if 4j(ui)weaklyexceedsj's flowpayoffinthatround(and if thesymmetric is nottrueforplayeri), thenfromthenextround statement onwardplayersplaya PBEof the continuation gamethatgivesj a payoff kj(ui)andi a payoffui.Withinthe round,j's strategyis to concedeimmediatelyat alldatesandi doesnotconcedeat anydate.If insteadbothplayers theirflowpayoff,followtheinstruction havereceivedoffersweaklyexceeding in (iii)abovewithj setto 1. flowpayoffsstrictly exceedwhattheyhavebeenoffered, (b) Ifbothplayers' let a be player1'scurrent-round flowpayoff.Assignto thenext respectively, roundthePBEthatgivesplayer1 thepayoffa andplayer2 thepayoff02(a). Inthecurrent roundneitherplayereverconcedes. Itiseasytoverifythatthestrategy profiledefinedaboveisa perfectBayesian of g(z). Q.E.D. equilibrium 6. CONCLUSION



Thisreof equilibria. Infinitely repeated gameshaveanextrememultiplicity contracts. Weshow mainstruewhenplayerscanofferoneanotherlong-term is perturbed thatif a two-player slightlybythe repeatedgamewithcontracts on of behavioral each the introduction side, players' expecteddiscounted types ThosepreacrossallperfectBayesian equilibria. payoffsvaryonlynegligibly dicted payoffs are almost independent of the exogenous distributionof behavioral types, as long as Nash bargainingwith threats is one of the behavioral types on each side.
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More concisely, the folk theorem is replaced by a specific prediction. A player will do well by following the advice of Nash (1953) regarding her demand and her action while waiting. A player gains essentially nothing by imitatinga dynamicbehavioraltype ratherthan the static NBWT type. Establishing this requires argumentsquite different from those in the existing literature. We introduce a hybriddiscrete-continuous-timemodel that facilitates the analysisof the war of attrition. One would like to know how behavior in a repeated game depends on the propertiesof the one-shot game. How much advantageis attachedto the ability to hurt an opponent? Is it importantwhether price or quantity,for example, is the strategicvariable?Do fixed costs affect the divisionof surplus?Our results allow the applicationof Nash bargainingwith threats to give questions of this kind a relativelysimple treatment. Dept. of Economics, Princeton University,210 Fisher Hall, Princeton, NJ 08544-1021, U.S.A.;[email protected] and New York University,19 W 4th Street,New York,NY Dept. of Economics, 10012, U.S.A.;[email protected]. ManuscriptreceivedSeptember2002;final revisionreceivedSeptember,2006.



APPENDIX StationaryPostures(Section3) PROOFOFLEMMA1: Fix a PBE o- and postures (Y1,Y2).Suppose without loss of generalitythat i = 1 and j = 2. Between rounds,the only way for player 2 to reveal rationalityis to accept player1's standingoffer in that round.Hence if t is not an integer,the resultfollows trivially.Now suppose that t is an integer and furthermorethat player 2's turn to change his (demand, action) pair at t comes after player l's. Then we have the following steps: Step 1: There exists T < oo such that player 2 accepts player l's demand with probability1 by t + T if continues to be played until t + T. y1 Because (1) 2(Ul1) > maxm d(m'2, i1), (2) player 2 is impatient, and (3) player 2's payoffs in G are bounded above (G is finite), it follows that there exist p > 0 and T < oo such that player2 will accept player1's offer right away unless player 2 believes that player 1 will reveal rationalitywith probabilityat least p/3,between t and t + T. (To see this, let p3satisfy + (1 - /3)max d2(m2, /3Pu2



ml)







2(U1)
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andlet T < oosatisfy + f-U2+ (1- (3)Q1- e-rT)maxd2(m2, m1) e-rT-r2)






Conditional on player2 notaccepting player1'sofferandon player1 confollowsbetween tinuingto conformwithy' untilt + T, a similarconclusion t + T and t + 2T, andso on. Because7,1(yl) > 0, the posteriorprobabilityq1m on conforthatplayer1 is behavioral at t is strictlypositive,andconditional 2 1 the that and byplayer posterior probability mitybyplayer nonacceptance player1 is behavioralat t + nT is qr1/(1- P3)n.Becauseit is alsonecessarythat



forlargen. It followsthatthere 771/(1- p)n< 1, thisleadsto contradiction existsT < oo suchthatplayer2 acceptsplayer1'sdemandul by T withprobto conform withyI betweent and onplayer1 continuing ability1,conditional t + T. SupposeT is chosensuchthatthepreceding statement is falseforany



T < T.



Step2-T = 0: Supposenot.Thenh2,player2'sdemandimmediately prior to t+ T,exceeds42(U1)andthereexistse > 0 suchthatplayer1 strictly prefers withyl untilt + T - e, on sticking ule-"to 01(i2). It followsthatconditional 1 untilt + T.Therefore, player1willcontinueto stickwithyl withprobability with 1 strictlypriorto 1's 2 demand should probability player acceptplayer ul t + T, contradicting of T. thedefinition Thiscompletes theproofforthecaseunderconsideration. Finallysuppose imthatplayer2 movesbeforeplayer1 at integert. Thepreceding argument imme2 1's offer 1 with then that if sticks yl, player acceptsplayer plies player diately.Henceplayer1'spayoffis at leastul. Onthe otherhand,bysticking withY2,player2 canguarantee herselfat least42(U1). (If player1 reveals withthe rolesof playat t, thenthepreceding two-stepargument rationality ers 1 and2 reversed, impliesthatplayer2'spayoffis u2> ,2(Ul).If player1 of round stickswithyl, player2 mayacceptplayer1'sofferat thebeginning of at t is from the revelation 2's Hence rationality equilibrium player payoff t.) at least 2(U1). Because(ul, follows for this case also.



2(U1))



is an efficientpayoffpair,the conclusion Q.E.D.



NonstationaryPostures(Section4) LEMMA6: There exists 7 with t(7) < x such that 1 - F2(r)



=



2



< us. The rest of m2) 1 the argumentis virtuallyidentical to Step in the proof of Lemma 1. Q.E.D. PROOF: By our regularityassumption, max,; d2(mt,
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LEMMA 7: Considerequilibriumin the continuationgamefollowingthe choice of postures (y1, Y2). Supposethat neitherplayerhas revealedrationalityprior to date 7, and thatplayer 2 revealsrationalityat 7 and player 1 does not. Then the resultantequilibriumcontinuationpayoff to normalplayer 1 is at least u*1. PROOF:The lemma follows directly from the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 6. Note that if 7 = (n, -1) for some integer n, then player 1 may stick with y* at (n, 1) and the two-step argumentof Lemma 1 implies that player2 will accept player 1's offer immediatelyat (n, 2), yielding the payoff pair (ut, u*). However, depending on the equilibrium,it is possible that normal player 1 reveals rationality at (n, 1) also, and in the continuation game that follows obtains more than ut. Q.E.D. Recall that d. is the lowest possible payoff to player i in G, and that ui and ui are, respectively,the minimum and maximumpayoffs to i on the (strictly) Pareto-efficientfrontierof G. LEMMA10: If t(7*)



= 0, thena rationalplayer1'spayoffisat least (1 -



q2)ut



+



'i2d1.



PROOF: Recall from Step 1 of the proof of Lemma 5 in the text that 7* = < 41(u2(7)) or 1 Fi(7) =71 or 1 F2(•) = r2}. We arguethat inf{•ru* if t(7*) = 0, the strategy"alwaysconformwith yr"yields a rational player 1 a + 7q2d41.If ut < (u2(r*)), then the conclupayoff that is at least(1 sion follows directly.If (1 -7z2)U F2(7*)) = 7)2, then_normal player 2 reveals ratiofor sure If nality by player 1 conformswith y*, the result now follows from if (1 - F1(7*)) = r 1, then, in the event of player 1 not revealLemma 7. Finally,•*. ing rationalityat 7*, a rational player 2 should reveal rationalityimmediately thereafter.The conclusion again follows directly. Q.E.D.



The faster rate of concession by player 1 (both continuous and lumpy) is drivenby the gap between what player 1 can extractfrom player2 by revealing rationality (or by conceding to 2's current demand) and player 1's "reasonable" demand uT.If the gap goes to zero, then the difference in the rates goes to zero also: player 1 no longer "wins the race" by an overwhelmingmargin and the argument that player 2 needs to give in at the start with probability close to 1 breaks down. The next lemma establishes that this gap (which is date-dependent) is uniformlybounded above zero, until player 2's posterior probabilityof being behavioralreaches a threshold -j. Let w(-) be the expected equilibriumpayoff to normalplayer 1 at 7 conditional on neither player revealingrationalitystrictlyprior to 7. + LEMMA11: For all Y2E F, thereexist x E (0, 1) and e > 0 such that x•d1, (1 - x)uT > u* - e and such thatfor all (zl, Z2) E (0, 1)2 and for any perfect
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Bayesian equilibrium of (zl, z2),it is thecasethatin thecontinuation game = the choice either 7 0 or all t(r*) following ofpostures 7*, (1) (2)for (y;, y2), if 722(7)< x, thenw (7r)< u*- e. of states, PROOF: Supposet(r*) > 0.Becausey*andY2havea finitenumber thereexistsel > 0 suchthat41(u2(r)) U7 - 81 forall r suchthatu2(r) > U* < (equivalently1(u2(7r))< u*). Clearlythereexist0 < E2 < 81 andA > 0 such < that u + (1 - e-rA)d1, where d1 is the lowest possible  0 priorto r. (Notethatwecan >_ chooseA > 0 suchthatA < t(7).) 1 for A unitsof time Fornormalplayer2 notto concedewithprobability priorto 7, it mustbe the casethatu < e-'ru2+ (1 - e-r)d2, whereu2 is normalplayer2's expectedequilibrium payoffat 7 andd2is player2's (disof y* andm*, countedaverage)flowpayoffin the interim.Bythe definition in or player2'spayoff anyroundmustbe lessthan equalto u*, andby our less.Becauseeachposturehas must,in fact,be strictly assumption regularity a finitenumberof states,thereexistsa > 0 suchthatd2 < u*- a. Hence u2



u*+ b for some b > 0. It follows thatif w+(7)



u -



e2,



then conditional



2 beingnormal,player1'sexpectedpayoff on player _ >_ at 7 is at mostu; - E3 - 83).Let forsome?3 > 0. Consequently, ) w(Tr 'r/2(T l + (1 - 7q2(T))(u* _ + (1 - x)u; > e = min{e2,E3/2}. Clearlythere exists x e (0, 1) such that xdI (1 - 72())( x. (Set uT- e and 72()U - 3) < for all 2() follows for The result now * + u1), ?/(i1 Sx= min{e/(u1 u* 2e)}.) e and x so defined. Q.E.D.



The argumentthat compares the rates of concession by players 1 and 2, respectively,also requires a tight connection between the payoff from revealing rationalityto player1 and the correspondingpayoff to a normalplayer2. When the posteriorprobabilityof a behavioralplayer 2 is large (above j), it is possible both that normalplayer 1 can obtain a payoff v2(7) in excess of ul and that normal player2 can obtain a payoff substantiallyin excess of 02 (v2(r)). LEMMA12: Let x be definedas in Lemma 11. For any K > 0, thereexistsi e (0, x) such thatfor all (z1, z2) e (0, 1)2 andfor anyperfectBayesianequilibrium of g(Z1, z2), it is the case in the continuation game following the choice of (y(, y2) K. that for all r -< r*, if then v2(7) < b2(v2(r)) + < i, 7z2(7)
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Let X be player1's expectedpayoffif player2 is behavioraland PROOF: x be player1's expectedpayoffif player2 is normal.By definition,v(7r) = + (1 - rq2(7))x.Hence + (1 - qr2(7))x.Thenv2(7)< r72(7)U1 r72(r)X



v (7)- rq2(r)U1 1-



rq2(r)



Consequently, 42(X)



V2(7)






*(-)11-



72("/)U1.



It followsthatfor anyK > 0, thereexistsi strictlypositiveandsmallenough then v2(7) suchthatif Q.E.D. 2(v2(7)) + K, as required. < r72(7)



0,



_



3: Fix K> 0 andlet 42(') = 2(')+ K. DEFINITION Thefunction 2 (') appearsin Step8 of the proofof Lemma5 in the textand in Lemma15below. considerthecontinuation LEMMA 13: Foranyequilibrium, gamefollowingthe choiceof (y;, y2). Let i7be definedas in Lemma12. Theneithert(7*) = 0 or rn2(7*)>



.



PROOF: Supposet(r*) > 0 and r12(7*)< 7. Then 1 - F2(7*)> r2. (If 1 7= 2, then712(7*)= 1 > ~.) Also,by Lemma11, w+(7) < u*- e forall F2(r*) - 7* of 7* 7 (because712(7) < r72(7*) < forall 7 -< 7*). Fromthe definition normalplayer2 must it thereforefollowsthat1 - FI(7*) = 71*.Consequently, reveal rationality/concedeimmediatelyafter 7*. Hence, + (1 w-(7*) > Iul > 11. which contradicts Lemma Q.E.D. I)u* u* e, The discussionbelow elaborateselementsof Steps5 and 7 in the text, in particular,the discussionof repeateddownjumps.As in the text,considerthe lth downjumpandsupposethatplayer1'spayoffb(1)afterthe lth downjump is strictlyless thanplayer1'spayoffa(l + 1) at the startof the (1+ 1)th down jump.Betweenthesedownjumps,we wishto arguethatthereareoffsettingup jumps. RecallfromStep5 of the proofof Theorem2 thatthereis a formulafor the conditionalconcessionprobabilityby player1 that is needed to compensate player 2 for waitingwhile player 1 waits for an upwardjump of a given size in player l's value. Call this the canonicalformula. There are complicated cases in which this formula does not apply directly. For example, suppose that an increase in value from b to a at some time 72 casts a shadow over the interval [70,



72].



There might be some date 73 E (70, 72) at which the continuation
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equilibriumrewardsplayer 1 for revealingrationality(but not conceding) just enough so that he is indifferentbetween doing so or waitinguntil 72.His indifference means that there are manycombinationsof concession probabilitiesat 71 and 72 by player 1 that are compatiblewith maximizinghis utility, and exactly compensate player 2 for her wait from 70 to T2. In such cases one cannot use the canonical formula to associate with the jumps at 72, a particularconcession probabilityby player 1. Variousother possible complicationsmust also be addressed,as will become evident in the proof of Lemma 15. Because of the indeterminacyjust described, it is importantto look at the interval [70, 72] as a whole, ratherthan at the concession episodes at and 72 'l separately(hence the introductionof Definition 4). DEFINITION 4: The intervalI is an intervalof zero concession by player 2 if for all r', 7" E I, F2(T') = F2(T"). Such an intervalis a maximalintervalof zero concession by player2 if for all T+ I, 1+ : I, there exist 7', 7" e 1+ such that _ F2(7r")> F2(7'). Lemma 14 asserts that between any two episodes in which player 1's value falls over a certain range, say from 20 to 14, there must be a sequence (called a spanningsequence; see Definition 5 following Lemma 14) of (weakly overlapping) up jumpswhose union covers the interval[14, 20]. For example, if the value falls from 22 to 13, it might later fall from 20 to 14, but before doing so it would have to somehow rise to at least 20. Associated with these up jumps are correspondingintervalsof zero concession by player 2. LEMMA14: Supposefor some n', n" e KM such that n' < n" thefollowingconditionshold: N n' < n < n"; (i) P2(n) = Oforall ne K, (ii) P2(n'), P2(n") > 0; and (iii) w,((n', +2)) < max{v2((n", -2)), vZ((n", 0))}. Thenthereexistsa sequenceof maximalintervalsof zero concessionbyplayer 2, I(q), q = 1, ..., Q, withassociatedleft and rightendpointsz(q)=_ infZ(q) and 7(q) - supl(q), respectively,such that w1(7(1)) 



(6)



Wl((n',



+2)),



wl(V(Q)) > max(vl((n", wi(r(q + 1)) < w,1((q))



-2)), v2((n", 0))} (q



1,..., Q-1)



and (7)



w1('r(q)) < wi(q))



, (n', +2)



(8)



rz(1)-< (Q)



(q



1,..., Q),



(n", +2),



?(q) -
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PROOF:Given that wl((n', +2)) < max[{v((n",-2)), v2((n",O))}, there must exist a first date ? >- (n', +2) at which v2(") > wl((n', +2)). It follows that player 1 does not concede in an interval immediatelyprior to '. Hence neither does player 2 in an intervalprior to . We now argue that 02(F) = 0 (recall that 02(') is the conditionalprobabilitywith which player 2 concedes at date '). Clearly '= (n, k) for integer n and k e {-1, +1, +2}. Unless k = 2, the result follows by definition. Now suppose k = 2 and 02( ) > 0. Then for the usual reasons 01(') = 0 (if not, both players would strictly prefer to delay conceding momentarily).Given that 01(') = 0 and that player 1 does not concede in an interval immediatelyprior to 5, player 2 should strictlyprefer to concede prior to 5, a contradiction.It follows that there exists a maximal intervalI (of zero concession by player 2) with associated left and right endpoints I and T, respectively,containing5, such that w1(1) < wl((n', +2)). It is, however,possiblethatw1(Q)< W1((n',+2)). In thiscase, t(7) < n" and



we canrepeatthe precedingargument, the startingdate (n',+2) replacing



for the precedingargument,withT. (Thatis, we look for the firstdate? >at which v1(?) > w1(7), and so on.) Proceedingin this manner,we obtain a first maximal interval (1(1), 7(1)) for which W1((1)) < w1((n', +2)) and Wl(r(1)) < w1(T(1)). If wj(-(1)) < max{v2((n", -2)), v2((n", 0))), T(1) now plays the role of (n', +2) in the initial argumentand so on, until the required Q.E.D. sequence is obtained. Because P2(n")> 0, t(T(q)) < n"for all q.



DEFINITION 5: A sequence as specified in Lemma 14 is said to span [b, a], where b = wl((n', +2)) and a = max{v2((n", -2)), v2((n", 0))}. By our regularityassumption regardinggeneric type sets (Assumption 3), : d1(7) for all r 4 7*. It follows that if within a round n, there is •~(u2(7)) zero concession by player2, conceding at (n, +2) strictlydominatesconceding > di(7), while at any subsequentdate within round n for player 1 if 1l(u2(7)) if the opposite strict inequalityis satisfied, conceding at ((n + 1), -2) strictly dominates conceding at a prior date within the round. Hence, within an interval such as Z(q), player 1 reveals rationalityor concedes only at the beginning, in between, or at the end of roundscontainedwithinI(q). For a sequence of maximal intervals as in Lemma 14 and Definition 5, let x = 1, ..., X index the finite set of instances at which player 1 concedes at a date in I(q) for some q e {1, ..., Q} or at T(Q). (It is possible that ?(Q) 4 I(Q); however, if player 1 concedes with positive probabilityat T(Q), our proof requiresthat we keep trackof this.) Let Px denote the corresponding conditional probabilityof concession by player 1. Lemma 15PZ translatesthe probabilities just defined into modified probabilities ..., P, such that (i) the overallprobabilityof concession by player 1 Pl,lower accordingto the modified probabilitiesthan the true probabilis weakly ities, and (ii) the modified probabilitiesare less than or equal to the numbers one would obtain by applyingthe canonicalformula (see Step 5 in the text) to
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the respectiveup jumps in player 1'svalue that occur in the maximalintervalin question. Property(ii) is useful because if a probabilityP1 is obtained by applying the canonicalformulato an up jump, it can be comparedeasily (see Step 5) to the concession probabilityby player2 associatedwith a downjump over the same interval.Both (i) and (ii) are consistent with our need to underestimate player 1's concession probabilities(see Step 6). LEMMA15: Considera sequenceof maximal intervalsof zero concession by player 2 that span [b, a] and supposethat 7q2((Q)) < q, where j is as defined in Lemma 12 and 7(Q) is as defined in Lemma 14. Let P,..., Px be a sequence of (conditional)probabilitiesas specifiedabove. Then there exist a sequence of probabilitiesP, ..., P ' and a correspondingsequenceof values and



dates



W and ,, y w,w, wY (yl, V], ty,



1, ..., Y, suchthat



wy


Vy 


0))uds+ Jeth e-r';'-YI -- - _ e-r'-'-d2((s, rL"'sleh-aclq)



2 r



1



r



and (1 - P1) ... -(1- Px)



(1 - :)...



(1 - P).



PROOF:Let I be a maximalinterval as defined above, and let r and 7, respectively,be the left and right endpoints of the interval.Let rl, ..., rL be the finite set of dates (in ascending order) at which player 1 reveals rationality within I U {I} with correspondingconditional probabilities P1, I = 1,..., L. Define -



TO=



tr-



(t (), +2),



ift (t) e /, otherwise,



_r, t(ri).



Let wi be normal player 2's expected (average discounted) payoff at date rT,conditional on player 1 not having revealed rationalityuntil rl (inclusive).
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Then



(9)



=



ds d2((S,0O))e-r(s-t)



+ ert



2t) V(T)Pi+1 1



+



r



r



(1 - P+) 1



where v2](7)denotes the expected equilibriumpayoff to normal player 2, conditional on player 1 revealingrationalityat 7. We will define a new sequence fo, ..., K and a correspondingsequence of



P1, ..., P1 suchthat probabilities (1 -_f ) ...(1-_ PL) < (1 -/Pl)...



(1_ K), -/



where Pk correspondsto an up jump from wk to Wk that can be matchedwith a u. Furthermore,!p1< w} ,Wk- 7q(k)* Consequently,V(7rq(k)) is strictlyincreasingin k. Define k*(1) = min[{rq(k)q(k) > 11. Let P1(0) = P



(



1, ..., L)



and wt(0) = wt



(1= 0, 1, ..., L).



We seek to define PI(1) and wt(1) inductively,startingwith 1 = L and moving backwardto 1= 0 (or 1 as the case may be). Recall that s' in P~(s') refers to
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the s'th step in modifyingthe initial Pf's. Each step itself involves an inductive definition startingwith 1= L and moving backwardto 1= 1. We firstarguethat w (0) < u*.This argumentinvolvesconsideringa number of differentcases. a. Suppose t(-) K/.Then by standardarguments01(?) = 02(?) = 0. By the definition of i, conceding immediatelyafter ? is in the support of normal player2's equilibriumstrategy(F2(r) > F2(i) for all 7 >-T). It follows that wI < u* with strict inequalityif L -< T (recall that against y*, player 2's flow payoff is alwaysstrictlyless than us). When t(i) = n EN, there are many subcasesto consider: b. i = (n, +2). For the usual reasons, if Oi((n, +2)) > 0, then Oj((n,+2)) = 0. Clearlyif 02(T) > 0, then L -< T and the result follows. If, on the other hand, 01(T) > 0, then 7L = T and the rest of the argumentis as in case a. (Concedingimmediatelyafter ? is in the supportof player2's equilibrium strategy.)Finally,if 01(T) = 02(T) = 0, the argumentis as in case a. c. T = (n, -1). By our definitionof maximalintervalsand T, 02((n, -1)) > 0 when player 2 has the move at (n, -1) and, conversely, 02((n, +1)) > 0 when player 2 has the move at (n, +1). In the former case, 7L - 0 when player 2 has the move at (n, -1) and either 02((n, +1)) > 0 or 02((n,+l1)) = 0 and 02((n, +2)) > 0 when player 2 has the move at (n, +1). The case 02((n, +1)) > 0 is dealt with in case c above and 02((n, +2)) > 0 is dealt with in case b above. e. ' = (n, -2). Now we must have 02((n, -2)) > 0 unless player 2 has the move at (n, -1). In this case, it is possible that 02((n, -2)) = 0 and 02((n, -1)) > 0, when the conclusion follows as in case c above. If 02((n, -2)) > 0 and 01((n, -2)) = 0, then the result follows from Lemma 7 (and -< ). 7• Finally we are left with the possibility that 02((n, -2)) > 0 and 01((n, -2)) > 0. The payoffs to player 2 at (n, -2) are summarizedin the table below, where C stands for concede, NC stands for not concede, and u2((n, -2)) is player2's standingdemand at (n, -2). 2 C



C



Uz((n, -2))



2



NC +u



U((,-2))



1 NC



ua
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Because u2((n, -2)) > u*, player2's indifferencecondition requiresthat a < u2. Hence Uw,player 2's expected payoff at TL= (n, -2) conditional on player 1 not conceding and on player 2's equilibriumrandomization, is strictlyless than u*. Hence wuL(0)< u• We set wL(1) = u > wL(0) -WL. At each stage, Pi+'(1) solves the trivialminimizationproblem minx subjectto (10)



d2((s, O))e-r(s-ti) ds



w(0) > r



+



- w +(1))]



+- e-r(tI+1-tl)[w+l(1) •2((k*(1)))



and (11) x>_0. The definitionof



(1) also leads to the definitionof w (1) as P'•



w'(1) = r



d2((s, 0))e-r(s-t) ds



+- er(t+1-ti)[w+1(1)



+



(v2(k*(1))) -w1(1))]. P1(1)



Lemmas 11-13 and the assumption r72(7(Q)) imply v~(7rL) we have set w22(1)=u= _ > w2(0). Comparing Furthermore, (k*(L))). 42(v equations (9) and (10) and using the preceding inequalities,it may be directly verified that Pfl(1)_


and wL w-'(0). -(1)_>W



w" (1) w> (0), 2(v2(k*(l+ 1))), < vz(nr+1) it follows that at stage (1+ 1) of the inductivedefinition, (0) and w1(1)>w/(0). P u;, 1 = P11'(1)



0, 1,...,



L - 1. To demonstrate these inequalities, we first establish the fol-



lowing useful fact for 1= 1,..., L - 1: If w~(O)< u;, then k(?l) = -2, r+1 = (t(71), k) (where k = -1 or +1, depending on when player 1 has the move),
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and v2(r1+,) < us. To see this, note that strictlywithin a round,player 1 can only reveal rationalityby conceding to player2's currentdemand,which prior to 7* must exceed u*. Furthermore,strictlywithin a round, player 2 can alwaysobtain u*by conceding to player 1. The only possibilityof payoffs below arises due to player 1 revealing rationalitybetween rounds in a manner that u. yields normalplayer2 less than u*.Player2 accepts this eventualitypreciselybecause of the possibilityof positive probabilityconcession by player 1 a moment earlier at the end of the preceding round (rT= (t(Tr), -2)), which yields player 2 u2(71) > u* (where u2(T1) is her standingdemand in the preceding round). These considerationsand the definitionof rodirectlyimplythat u also. w2 > = 4 w Now we argue that Recall that w*(1) u WL(0) >_ . Sup> w2-1(1) u2. < u. Because wL- (1) > wL- (0), pose, by way of contradiction,that w:-'(1) < also. the this is only possible if k(rL-1) = (0) discussion, By preceding wL-1 = U2 < and Lemma u*. hence 11, vu2; -2, t(L) t(7L-1), By (TL) < v(TrL) > u*. Then the definitionof yields (7(L)) P1L 2a( PL(1) =0 and w1-'(1) = 0 + e-row



= 2(1)



-u,



which contradictsthe initial suppositionthat w -'(1) < u. Continue to suppose that the lemma is false and let = max{m < L - 11wu(1) 



u2}. Now we can repeat the preceding argumentwith 1 replacing L - 1 to obtain the same contradictionas before. This demonstratesthat w'(1) > u*,1= 0, 1, ..., L - 1, as required. Define w



W (2) E



(1) 2



== u



,



w'(2)u2 Wu(2) wO(1) .



(l- 1,...,L-



1),



ThePI(2)'sareuniquely definedbytheequations W"-(2)



= d"-(1 -



e-r(tl-t_1))



+ e-r(tL-tL-1)Lw(2) + PL(2)0(42(k*(1)) - w (2))], where d'-1 is the average discounted flow payoff to player 2 between tt_l and tl.Because d-1 < u (see the proof fof Lemma 11), the Pf(2) so defined exist, and are strictlypositive and unique.
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we showthat Furthermore, (1)) (1 P1(1))(1 P21(1))...(1 - PIL < (1 P'(2))(1 - p2(2))... (1 - Pf(2)) as required.TheP12(2)'s differfromthep2(1)'s in thattheformerareobtained the continuation byreducing payoffsto u*whilekeepingthe initialvaluew?(2) unaltered.Muchof the rest of the proofis devotedto establishingthat the iterativereductionof continuation payoffsincreasesthe compoundprobability thatplayer1 doesnot concedeby the endof the L concessionepisodes. Consider dl1(1 - e-l



w2=



Wb= -d2(1



)+ +



- er2)



+



e-rAl[



X(



x + y(2



-rA2[2



-



)



-1



W2)



wherewa, 1w, 12, d , and d2 are fixed,andwe thinkof the probabilitiesx 21, andy as functions valueafterw2 andwbis of w2. (Herewa is the continuation the continuationvaluebeforew2.) theseequationswithrespectto w2yields Differentiating 1=



dx



) d



(, wl_



e-rA



0 = (q2 -



W2)



dy + (1 - y). dw2



It followsthat



d( -



X(W2))(1 -



S-(1



dw2 c+



S



era' (2 - w2) >



(1 -



4



1



22_ W2 > e-r al 2-



e-rA1



dx



(W2))



l >



d



(1 -



-Y) dw2



)(;1 e-rAlW



a



w2) e-r'A1x(l



dy



-(1



X) dw2 - Wa)



e-rA).



if d' < u*andq2>4 1 > u*,thenindeed Consequently, (12)



d(1 - x(w2))(1 - y(w2)) d2



0.



Now,if we set (2), w2 w2



= A1



tL



- tL-



1,
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tL-1



s' = =2



02(v1(k*(L))), V2(v(k*(L -



=



w-2(1), b=L-2



1))),



A2=tL-1 - tL-2, ftL-2



then the latter inequalities indeed hold. Observe that w2 represents wL-1,the (L - 1)th continuationvalue. Hence (12) implies (1 - x(u~; L))(1 - y(u; L)) > (1 - PL(1))(1 - P -U'(1)) because pL(1) = x(wL-'(1)), p L-I(1) y(wL-1(1)), =and wL-'(1) ~ u. (The argumentL in x(u*; L) indexes the values chosen for d2, and the time argumentsin the integral.) w2, w21,19, q2 d1, This step yields (only) Pfr(2) = x(u*; L). Proceedinginductivelyin this manner, we next obtain P•-I(2) = x(u*; L - 1); then P-2(2) = x(u*; L - 2) and so on. For instance, the second step would entail = wL-'(2), A1 = tL-1 = f2(vi(k*(L - 1))), and q2wa. 2(v(k*(L - 11))), andtLt-2, = w2 wb wL-3(1), 1l would represent wL-2.It follows that (1 - P (1))(1 - P2(1)). .(1 - Pfr(1)) < (1 - Pl(1))(1 - P12(1))... (1 - PL-3(1))(1L)) y(u2; x (1 - PL(2)) < (1 - Pl (1))(1 - p2(1))--.- (1 - y(u*; L - 1))(1 (2)) P1L-1 x (1 - PL(2))



< (1 - PD(2))(1 - p2(2))... (1 - PL(2)). Finally,we set



Pk pq(k)+l(2), k -
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2 V1 (Tq(k)+1),



tk = t(rq(k)), tk = t(7q(k)+1)



to obtain the desired result for a single interval.The extension to the collection of intervalsis straightforward. Q.E.D. Lemma 16 uses the collection of up-jumpintervalsconstructedin Lemma 15 to define modified conditionalconcession probabilitiesfor player2, to be used in the modified distributionfunctions of Step 7 in the text. It applies the formula for P2 from Step 5 to those constructed intervals to get the modified probabilitiesfor player 2; this overestimates(as desired) player 2's probability of concession (away from 0) because, as Lemma 16 shows, there is a partition of the actual down-jumprange whose elements are subsets of the constructed intervals in question (and by the subdivisionresult of Step 4, every partitionof that range has an aggregateimplicationfor concession probability that weakly overestimates the actual probabilityof concession by player 2). Lemma 15 guarantees that the modified concession probabilities it assigns to player 1 yield lower overall concession probabilitythan the true value for player 1 (as desired). Step 8 adapts the analysisfor perfectly paired jumps in Step 5 to ensure that the modified up-jumpprobabilities(uniformly)outweigh the modified down-jumpprobabilities. LEMMA16: Considerthe sequenceof values wy, iY, y = 1,..., Y from the previouslemma.Define



y 1y and a-b



u- b Then (1 - P2 > (1 -



(1



2



PROOF:Consider the sequence of values as defined in Lemma 15, and construct the new sequences v, Y, where , y =1,..., Y --y-, _v= min{a, i Y}, and we define = b. iThe intervals[v, 5Y]partition [b, a]. Down jumps over the range [b, a] may be subdivided (see Step 4) into Y down jumps from v to -, y = 1,...,Y,
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respectively.Let Py denote the positive probabilityof concession by 2 associated with a down jump from vy to VY.Then (1 - P2) < (u* - Vl)/(uT - vy) by be defined by (1- PY)= (u that is, it correLemma 9. Let32Y PlD)/(ut-Y w), from to to a down Then clearly (1 PY)> (1 - PY). Conjump sponds V, wy. Q.E.D. sequently, (1 P2) = (1 - P2. (1 (1 P2). ') > (1 P1).. P). Existence(Section5) In the notation defined in Section 5, let C(z, Ak, -), k = 1, 2,..., be a sequence of i-truncated, discrete-time concession games such that Ak e (0, 1) decreases monotonicallyto zero and t(i) < oo. An equilibriumof C(z, Ak, -) is specifiedby the behaviorof the normaltypes with of bothplayers(i4; Hk(-.Iy),Y E F)i=1,2 , where i(Yi) is the probability which a normal type of player i mimics yi E Fi and Hik(7r1 , 72) is the probability with which normal i concedes to j by date r (inclusive) in the game following the choice of types (71, 72) E F1 X F2. Let hk(T7y) denote the ex ante probability that a normal player i concedes/revealsrationalityat r, given yi, 72. Then = E hk(,,'I).



Hi(rly)



Because C(z, Ak, i) is a finite extensive form game, an equilibrium exists. Let T = t(i), and define Hk : [-1, T] -+ [0, 1] as



H4 and define



(s)



0, Hi ((s, 0)), Hik((s,+2)),



=



hk:'[-1,



hk(S)



if s E [-1, 0), if s > 0, sV n/, if s Jn,



[0, 1] as -C h (r). T]



T: t(r)=s



LEMMA17: Thereexists ? with t(f) < oo such thatfor all A e [0, 1] (where A = 0 correspondsto the continuous-timeconcessiongame) and in any perfect Bayesianequilibriumof C(z, A), and afterany choice ofpostures(yl, 72), normal playeri concedesto playerj withprobability1 bydate , conditionalon thegame not havingterminatedpriorto r. PROOF: If the postures



72)



lead to more than compatible demands at



result follows trivially.If not, the argumentis essome first date (n, +1), the(71, in the same as Q.E.D. Step 1 of the proof of Lemma 1. sentially
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Henceforth we take to be such that Lemma 17 applies. Consequently, a normal player must, in equilibrium,concede with probability 1 by date T. Hence, Hik is a distributionfunction (if Hk corresponds to an equilibrium). Note that we have defined the H"'s over the domain [-1, T] (as opposed to simply [0, T]) to clarifythat the "tightness"condition referredto below is satisfied. Let /+(T) = {rjt(7) E and 7 ~- }. Because the set of dates in /+(i) and the set of types for each i are finite, there exists a subsub.. subsequence (which, abusingnotation we also denote by k) for which Ak (yi) and Hk(7ly) converge for all y, e Fi, 7 e A/+(f~),and i = 1, 2. We now obtain convergencefor all 7 strictlywithin rounds,that is,



n



7E ((n, +1), (n + 1, -1)). First note that by Helly's theorem (Theorem 25.9) and Theorem 25.10 (the tightnesscondition of the latter applies trivially),both from Billingsley(1986), there exists a subsub... subsequence (which again we index by k) such that Vi, Vy e F there exists a distributionfunction Hi(.y): [-1, T] -+ [0, 1] such that at everycontinuitypoint of [--1, T] -+ [0, 1] convergesto H[k(.y) H•(ily) y).



H-i(" LEMMA18: ConsiderC(z, Ak,



and an associatedequilibrium H )i=1,2. (pi, Fix y e F and consider t E (n, n ') time t and + 1) such thatplayer 1 moves at > then t k(n +2AkI7) n+3Ak. IfTkh(tly) 0, htk(t- Ak), k(t-2Akly),..., > are all strictlypositive.Similarly, t O n then +4Ak, if hk(tly) for hk(t - AkI), - 2Akly), . areallstrictly positive. k•(n+ 3Aky)



hi2(t



..,h



PROOF:The proof follows from the standardwar of attrition logic (that is, the only reason for a player to delay conceding is the possibilitythat the opponent will concede in the interim) applied to the discrete-time alternatingmove case. When t = n + 2Ak, it is possible that hf(n + AkIy) = 0, because n + 2Akis the first date after (n, +1) at which player 2 has an opportunityto move, and player 2 might delay conceding because hkl(n y) > 0 (specifically, Q.E.D. +1)1y) > 0). hkl((n,



LEMMA19: Thefunction IHi(tly) is continuousat all t 4 N. PROOF:Suppose not and that for some n with t E(n, n + 1), H (tly) has an upwardjump at t of size 2a > 0. For any e' > 0, there exists e e [0, e'] such that t - e and t + e are continuity points of Hti. Hence, by Helly's theorem, - HII(t - ely)] > 2a. limkto[Hik(t + ely) Hence, there exists k< 00 such that for all k > k, H1(t + ely) - H1(t ely) > a. Consequently,for small enough e' > 0, player j should not concede
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between (t - 2e) and (t - e) (that is, immediatelypriorto (t - e)), generating a contradictionto Lemma 18 for k > k such that Ak < (t - n - 2e)/4. Q.E.D. It follows from Lemma 19 and the cited theorems from Billingsley (1986) that H (TIy) converges for all 7 such that t(7) N. We have chosen a subsequence such that Hik(rly) (and ULk(yi)) converges for i E {1, 2}, all y e F, and r E NA+(/). Hence limkHk (7ry) exists for all 7 T. Let Hi(7 y) -- limkHik(TIy).Define hi(Tly) - H(Trly) Let i(yi) - limk (yi). We will arguethat (Aii,Hi)i=1,2 is anliml't•Hi(7/"y). equilibriumof



C(z,T).



We say that 7 is a point of increase of Hi(.Iy) if hi(Trly) > 0 or if for all r', r" such thatr' -< 7 -< 7",Hi(7'ly) < Hi(Tly) < Hi(r"Iy). If T .A/+ and 7 is a point of increase of Hi(.Iy), then it must be the case that hi(rly) > 0. Applying the above definition to H (.-Iy), observe that r is a point of in> 0. crease of Hk(.Iy) if and only if hi(rTly) Let Ui(rlyi, yj) be the expected payoff to player i of conceding/revealing and conditional on (yi, yj) being chosen at at rationality 7 given (j1t,HI)1=1,2 the start of play. A pure strategyfor player i is a choice of some yi E Fi and a e such that i concedes at if j chooses yj at the startof set of dates ryJ {r7jIY• ;Fj play. It follows that the tuple (/i, Hi)i=1,2 is an equilibriumof (C, A, T) if, for all iy E F such that 1i (yyi) > 0 and for any set of dates {7rjIy e Fj) such that for each yj, ryj is a point of increase of yj), Hi(.Iyi,



?9



(13) Ui(Trji,



7j



>



yj)[zjT(yj)



(1 - zj)Li(A j)



Ui(rj' IY, Yj)[Zri(Yj) + (1 - z1)wA(yi)]



for all y'lE and 7r', y e Fj. • This correspondsto the usual definition, accordingto which pure strategies used in equilibriummustyield at least as high a payoff as any other pure strategies. Let Tk be the set of dates at which player i moves in the concession game C(z, Ak, T) and define ik(7)



= min{r' e TkI7'> r}.



20: If r is a point of increaseof H (.1y), then thereexistsk such that LEMMA hF(,(T)I(y)



> Ofor k > k.



PROOF:If 7 e N/+(?), then because 7 is a point of increase of Hi(.ly), -* = hi(rIv) > 0 and 5,"(7) 7. We have chosen a sequence such that hi(rly) e in this case. now follows The conclusion for all 7 directly N/+(). hi(fly)
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Now suppose7 4 )NV+. Then t(7) E (n, n + 1) for some n and Lemma18 ap-



plies. Let k = max{r'lt(r') E (n, n + 1) and h(Tr'ly) > 0}. Then Tk>-7 for k largeenough.If not,thereexistsa subsequence(kl) with k1i 7 alongthe sub-- for all 7" >-7 sequence. It follows from Lemma 18 that H••'(7"jly)= (7ly) < such that t(7") (n + 1). H•i = = lim H'(") Consequently,Hi(7T"Ly) lim-oo i'(7y) = Hi(TIT), T is the initial a that contradicting assumption pointof increaseof Hi(.ly).



Q.E.D.



It followsfromthe precedinglemmathat Uk(k



(14) yi



+ (1- zj)p)(yj)]



(7•y)lyi, yj)[Zj7Tj(y•)



+ (1- Zjl > uEk(? (r.)lyi,Yj)[zjirj(yj) Yj



for all y E F and {I lyTj e Ij}. LEMMA 21: For i = 1, 2, all (y1, 72) E Ujik(jk((r)ly,



•



x F2,and 7 -< ,



72) -+ Ui(71Y7, y2).



PROOF:Fix (7y, 72) and i, and for notational simplicitysuppress the argu-



ments(yl, y2) in the variousfunctionsbelow. Let JV(7)be the realized payoff to i if playerj concedesat 7 andi doesnot concedeat or before7. Then



1= Vi()



St(Tr)



di((s, 0))e-rs ds + e-rt()ui(T).



Let



H?I (s) ,



for s VN,



H(s)(n) - h((n, +2)),



for n E N,



and for s K Vi((s,0)), N, for n c n/. Vi((n,-2)), Forx EIR,let [xJ denotethe largestintegerless thanor equalto x. Then i(s)



Ui



')(071Y,Y2) [t(r)J



=



h ((n, n=0



+2))Vi((n,



+2))
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minln+l,t(



+ YZ(s)



(7r))}k



n=O



+h



())



f((



(i (T))Vi()



di((s, 0))e-rs ds



[tT



(i



?ert~r)



x



- hj dHj(s)



[Ui(k(T))-+



Pi(uj(qk(r)))]]



di((s, 0))e-r' ds + e-'rt('T)i(uj(qi(7))) .



The term Ui(rI1yi, 2) has the same form except that the k superscriptsare missing. In the expression above, because of the alternating-movestructure, h (ik (7=))= 0 unless 7 e N"+.In thiscase, of course, ik(r) = r. For 7 e /+ it follows by the constructionof our initial sub... subsequence that h ( *(7)) hj(i)k()). We complete the proof by establishingthat -



-~f V(s) JKi dlH,(s), (s)dHj(s) where m = min{n + 1, t(s?j(r))}. Integratingby partsyields



f Ji(s) (s)=Vi(s)H(s) dI-(s). dHj m- H(s) The first term on the right-handside clearlyconverges to Vi(s)Hj(s)im'. Now consider the second term: H(s) dKi(s) = Hf



+2)) - ru((n, +2))]e-rs ds



jm



Hj(s)[di((n, because V'(s) = [di((n, +2)) - rui((n, +2))]. Furthermore (s) -+ Hj(s) for all s V NA.The desired conclusion now folH/f lows directly from the Lebesgue convergence theorem (see Royden (1968, Theorem 15, Chap. 4)). Q.E.D. LEMMA 22: For all A e [0, 1], a Nash equilibriumof C(z, A, is also a Nash -) equilibriumof C(z, A).
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PROOF:By Lemma 17, followingthe choice of yi by a normalplayer i, there is no strategyof playerj for which it is a best response for normal i to concede after date (conditional on player j not having conceded to i prior to that Q.E.D. time). The result follows directly. LEMMA 23: Theconcessiongame C(z) has a Nash equilibrium.



PROOF: To establishthe lemma,take limitswith respectto k in (14). By Lemma21, takinglimitsyields(13), establishingthat (Ai,Hi)i=1,2 definesan



equilibrium of C(z, '). By Lemma 17, this is also a Nash equilibrium of C(z). Q.E.D. REFERENCES
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